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EASTERN ILUNOIS UNIVERSITY

Lab School

Wins Pair

Friendly competition was the
atmosphere in Eastern's Laboratory
School this past week as the two rooms
of the sixth grade challenged each other
to a game of arithmetic baseba~ u~ the
mathematical concept, Base SIX, mstead
of the traditional "horsehide." Teams
were selected by the pupils of each room.
Above is the 6B pitcher, Brian McDonald,
getting ready to throw his curv«: to the

Mattoon St. Joe
Beats Lab School
St. Joseph of Mattoon won
a double victory over Eastern
Illinois' Lab School in junior
high games last night.
St. Joseph won the junior
high battle, 37-30 and won the
seventh grade game, 38-25.
EIGHTH
GRADE
SCORING:
St. Joseph
Scoring-Lawrence 17,
Fleshner I 0, Hoover I 0
Lab School -Shull l,
Wilson 2, Pence 14, Ove'i ton 2
Hurst 11.
SEVENTH GRADE
SCORING:
St. Joseph- Zimmerele 10,
Mintun 16, Lindeman 8, Smith
·
2, Neff 2.
Lab School -Connelly 4,
Spaniol 6, Hussey 2, Jenkins 5,
Stranders 4, Green 4.

6A batter Mike Hadwiger. Others in the
picture f;om left to right, first row,
Izadur Rahman, Brian Compton,. Brian
Bower Trudy Blair, Elizabeth Eppmette,
Jana Grigoroff, Janiece LeDuc. In the
second row are Mary Foust, Anne
Connelly Kathleen Neff, Beth Maurer,
Ruth F~yd, Ann Wright, Denise Hesler,
Mary Cunningham, and Karen Wyler.

CHARLESTON -The
Eastern Lab School won a
basketb.all double-header
yesterday from tl!e Humboldt
School.
The Lab School defeated
Humboldt 29-23 in seventh
grade action and then bounced
the visitors 43-28 in a
combined eighth and ninth
grade game.
LS
scoring - seventh
grade -Strandburg I 0, Hussey
8, Jenkins 6, Spaniol 5 - 29.
LS scoring -eighth-ninth
grade scoring -Hussey 14,
Ramsey 8, Pence 8, Spaniol 4,
Paog 4, Pearcy 2, Johnson 2,
Hurst 1 -43.
The seventh graders now
own a 2-2 record, while the
eighth-ninth grade team is 3-1.

Donald Gill Named to
State Accrediting Pos_t ·

Lab School
In Pana
'T ournment
PANA- The Eastern Lab
School eighth grade basketball
team defeated host Pana 40-33
in the opening round of th
Pana
Holiday Christma
Basketball Tournamen
Tuesday night.
The Lab School will play
Taylorville for the tournament
championship tonight at 8 p.m.
Mike Pence scored 30 point$
to pace the victory. Mike Hurst
contributed five points,
followed by Gary Shull and
Mark Wilson with two each and
Jeff Overton with one point.

CHALRESTONDr.
Donald G. Gill, Principal of the
Laboratory School at Eastern
Illinois University, has been
named by the North Central
Association to serve as
Associate State Chairman for
Accreditation of Junior High
Schools in Illinois.
The
movement
for
accreditation for junior high
schools is relatively new, and
the establishment of the
operation by No~th Centr~l is
one of the first m the Umted
States.
Gill will work with Dr.
Lowell Fisher, State Chairman,
and Dr. John Kemp, a North
Central staff member from the
University
of Illinois, in
organizing and adminstering an
accreditation program for
junior high schools throughout
Illinois.
It was also announced today
that Gill has been appointed
State University Consultant for 1
the Illinois J unio.r f:ligh Scho?l I
Prinicpals' Assoc1ahon. He ~ill
work in a general consultative
role with the organization.
Gill came to Eastern . in
1960. He holds the A.B. degree
from Illinois College and M.Ed.
and Ed.D. degree from the
University of Illinois.

State Superintendent

Don Gill Seeking
T_o p School Post
CHARLESTON -Donald
Gill of Charleston, principal of
the
Buzzard · Laboratory
School, will be interviewed by
a Democratic slating caucus
today which will select the
party's nominee for the office
of state superintendent of
public,instruction.
Gill will be one of 14
euperintendent
hopefuls
inWrviewed, almost all of
Whoin .are either common
tlc:hool or collegiate educators.
Also seeking the nomination
will be Charles Hicklin of
Normal, formerly a professor
at Eastern lllinois University in
the Department of Educational
Plychology.
The meeting in Springfield is
the first of two, with the
second scheduled for next
MoJKiay in Chicago. The party
will also select candidates for
the offices of U.S. senator and

state treasurer.
.
Gill said the party will make
"no firm commitment" on its•
choices for the offices until
sometime after the Chicago
meeting. He added that "a
number of excellent possible
candidates
will
be
interviewed."
Gill has been principal of the
Lab School since 1960. Prior
to taking that office he was a
junior high school principal in
the Taylorville school system.
He received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from Illinois State
College .in Jacksonville in
19 51. He received a Master of
Science in Education degree
from the University of Dlinois
in 1955, and a Ph. D. in School
Administration from the U of I
last June.
Gill has been active in
political and civic affairs ' most
of his life. He has served as

Democratic
precinct
I0
committeeman for the past six
years and is presently servina
his second elected term as a
member of the Charleson
Township board of auditors.
He has served as associate
state chairman of the North
Central Assoication of Colleges
and SeconQary Schools, with
responsibility for accreditina
lllinois junior high schools. He
has also served as a consultant
to the lllinois Junior Hiah
School Principal's Assoication,
and
as a mem her of the
National Adivsory Council to
the National Association of
· Seconday School Principals.
The caucus will be headed
by State Chairman James A.
Ronan and the 24 Democratic
state central committeemen.
Others
include
state
Democratic elected officials,.
legislative
leaders,
three
regional chairwomen and the
president of the 'Democratic
county
chairman's
organization.
Announced candidates for
the Senate nomination include:
Oark,
1968
-William
candidate for the U.S. Senate
and former Illinois attorney
general; current State Treasurer
Adlai E. Stevenson III; Senate
Minority Whip Alan Dixon of
Belleville; Congressman Roman
Pucinski of Chicago and Lt.
Gov. l»aul Simon who has said
he is available if the party
wants him.
The nine seeking backing for
geasurer l)'e:
-Ottawa
businessman
Francis Barron; Rep. Joe
Fennessey, Ottawa; Chicago .
banker John Gleason; former
director of business and
economic development, Gene
Graves of Edwardsville; Rep.
James
Landrigan
of
Springfield;
Anthony
Martin-Trigona of Champaign;
Rep. Daniel Pierce of Highland
Park;
John
Watson
of
Jacksonville;
and
Chicago
banker Robert Wallace.
Besides Gill and Hicklin, the I
12 superintendent hopefuls,
are:
,
-Michael Bakalis, De Kalb;
Rep.
Robert
Brinkmeier,
Forreston; Brandt Crocker, 1
Quincy;
Sam
Eubanks,
Springfield;
Melvin
Kahn,
Carbondale; Vance Kaufford,
Taylorville;
Enno
Li'etz,
Staunton; Robert McGaw,
Rockford;
AI
Penman,
Sherman; William Vernon,
Chicago; Carroll Wilson of

DouldGm

Fourth grade students (1-r) Mark Krehbiel. Teddy Zabka,
Gayle Graening, Lee Spaniol and Bob Rundle are dressed
dramatize the Charleston Riot of 1864.

Lab School 4th Graders
Bring Local History Alive
A fourth grade class . at the Lincoln-Douglas debate Charleston Square where nine
Eastern Dlinois University's and the Charleston Riot were men were killed. The skit gave
Laboratory School under the re-enacted by groups from the the class a realization of the
supervision of Mr. Ed Rauch class.
events of that day. The past
has been studying a unit on
The
students
above was made alive in the
Charleston ~
The calss has represented
the
people classroom.
experienced many activicites involved in the Charleston Riot
Other activities enjoyed by
which
are
valuable in of 1864. From this activity the the fourth graders included
understanding our community class learned that the people of mock
radio
programs,
as it was long ago and the Coles County were divided in re-enactment
of
the
progression of important their political beliefs. About 3 Lincoln-Douglas
debate,
events leading up to Charleston p.m. on the afternoon of construction of a time line,
today.
March
28,
1864
the interviews
with students
During the unit, an exciting Confederate
sympathizers, portraying early settlers to
oeriod evolved with the dUtfv .lr..nnwn as Connerheads._ and Charleston, and
special
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Five members of the Eastern Illinois University School of ·Rhodenck Key, band director; FJvis Coble, chorus director; Fethi
Music faculty will assist in the third annual Musical Arts Program Kopuz, Donald Tracy and Clyde Cappon, orchestra directors and
(MAP) which has its opening session Saturday. Left to right: instructors in the Beginning String Project.

For Young Students

Musical Arts Meeting Today
CHARLESTON - The third
annual Musical Arts Program,
sponsored by the School of
Music of Eastern Illinois
University, will hold its first
session Saturday, Jan. 10, in
the E.l. U. Laboratory School
Band Room. It will be an
organization meeting.
~ Beginning String Project,

instituted for the first time this
year, will have its first session
at 9 a.m. in the Rehearsal Hall
of the School of Music. It is
open to students in grades 4 to
6. This part of the Program will
meet every Saturday for 18
weeks. ·The cost is $18 for 18
weeks of instruction.
Rhoderick E.
Key,

Co-ordinator of the Musical as a part of the great cultural
Arts Program, said that the achievement of man."
new string program was added
M .
p
this
" i c many gJ.. fted
The us1cal Arts rogr!lffi
year s n e .
. . other than the new string
students Qf ~_ast_ern. ~llino~ - project includes: organization have been unable to rece1ve the rehearsals for band, chorus and
opportunity of seeking - orchestra; sectional rehearsals,
gratification and enrichment - directed by
specialists;
from the art of string playing ·- instrumental and vocal clinics,
•
conducted
by expert
performers and teachers;
Musical Enrichment Programs,
consisting of concert/discussions
presented by
professional performers in an
informal atmosphere, and in
the spring transportation to a
St. Louis Symphony Concert
and a day of sight-seeing in St.
Louis. The band, chorus and
orchestra part of the program
consists of work on 15 selected
Saturdays. Last year there were
60 students in the band
section.
"Students can join the
program any time in January," Mr. Key said. "Because of th~
severe weather, it's likely that
some students will not make it
for the first "session. They may·
enroll on Jan. 17 or Jan. 31
the other two sessions to be
held this month.

.,

DAbiAS PRICE of Eastern Dlinois
University's l;eography Department,
released a weather balloon for Mr.
Hattabaugh's 4th Grade Labo,ratory
School class recently. Attached to the

.

balloon was a lettel' with instructions to
/ return information as to where and when
the balloon was found. This activity
highlighted a visit to Dr. Price's weather
station by the class.

J

Annual School Conference
At Ea$tern February_6
~

CAHRLESTON -The
annual Elementary and Junior
High School Conference
sponsored by the Laboratory
School at Eastern lliinois
University will be held on
Friday, February 6.
Theme of the conference
will be "Education for the 70s
and Beyond." Dr. Raymond

Lab School
Swim Meet
Results
-

EIU School of Music
Again Offering 'MAP'
CHARLESTON -Eastern
Illinois University's School of
Music, in cooperation with the
Eastern Illinois Development
and Service Unit, Charleston, is
apin offering the Musical Arts
Program (MAP) for talented
high school musicians in
central Illinois.
MAP, meeting on selected
Saturdays throughout the
school year at Eastern, consists
of band, choral, and orchestral
activities. Sessions are
conducted from 9 a.m. until
noon and will include full
band, chorus and orchestra
rehearsals; sectional rehearsals;
instrumental and vocal clinics;
and musical enrichment
programs.
Rhoderick Key, a faculty
member of the School of Music
and coordinator of the
program, said "the musical
enrichment programs are the
most unique aspect of MAP."

During the past two years, program will be charged each
the musical enrichment student accepted. The fee also
programs have included ten covers the cost of
to St. Louis to
concert-discussions ·presented · transportation
present a concert and for
by professional performers in . sight-seeing.
MAP students will
an informal atmosphere.
Highlights m the past also ·· attend a St. Louis
Symphony concert.
include · performanceA meeting will be held on
discussions by a Turkish
violinist, a Spanish · classical Saturday, January 31 at 9 a.m.
guitarist, and an American in the Laboratory School Band
Room at Eastern. Area
harpsichordist.
"Because the . students have students interested in applyin&
responded so favorably," Key for membership in MAP may
said, "more performance- do so by attending or by
discussioll&--"'by outstanding contacting: Rhoderick E. Key,
professional musicians are MAP Coordinator, Eastern
Illinois University, Charleston,
planned for 1970."
A fee of $15 to cover the IDinois 61920. The telephone
cost of the instructional number is (217) 581-2158.

'•

Last week the E. I. U. Lab
School held its TENTH '
ANNUAL
SWIMMING
CHAMPIONSHIPS. The meet
was open to all junior high
school boys and girls.
•
The meet was organized on
the basis of individual
competition as well as pitting
each grade level against the
other. '
Diving was included on the
schedule of events after having
been excluded last year. Two
~ls and five boys participated
m the event.
The meet was dominated by
the ninth grade who were the
eventual winner. All grade
levels did, however, put forth a
strong team effort as well as
many
good_ individual
performances.

RESULTS:
FIRST PLACE: Ninth ·
Grade
..,
SECOND PLACE: Eighth
Grade
THIRD PLACE: Seventh .
Grade
WINNERS:
. 100 yd. ·Medlay ;R~lay;
Nmth Grade; 25 yd. Freestyle
.. Mike
Baird; 50 yd:
Breaststroke, K. Hussey; 50 yd.
Freestyle, J. Pearcy; 50 yd.
Backstroke, D. Moler; 100 yd.
Backstroke, L. Paap; 100 yd.
Individual Medlay, G.
Thompson;
100
yd.
Breaststroke, K. Hussey; 100
yd. Freestyle, K. Hussey; 25
yd. Butterfly, G. Thompson;
200 yd. Freestyle Relay, Ninth
Grade; Diving, K. Hussey. ·

Griffin, conference chairman
said the conference will b~
somewhat unique "in that both
professional educators and
those not primarily involved
with public common school
education will be participants."
Dr. Griffin said "the
committee feels this is in
keeping with the present day
situation in which more and
more people outside education
are interested and influential in
determining educational goals
.
and programs."
One of the featured
speakers will be Dr. Robert A.
Eubanks, Professor of
Engineering at the University
of Illinois. Dr. Griffin said that
"being black and not a public
school educator, Dr. Eubanks
will especially be able to
enlighten us on the needs of
minority groups that must be
met and the problems of
society that need to be
solved ... "
In the afternoon session
Mrs. Carolyn Smith, Dr. Carlos
Taylor, , and Dr. Verne
Stockman, all faculty members
at Eastern, will discuss
respectively, sex education'
curriculum design , and th~ •
teeh nology impact.
Registration fee for the
conference is $2, which
includes a noon meal. The
registration fee . should be sent
to Dale Downs at the
Laboratory
School.
Registration deadline is
January 30.

LAB SCHOOL STUDENTS have
found that diet is important in nutrition.
Displaying the diets fed to two goups of
white mice are (left to right) Wendy

Morgan, Gail Gilbert, Suzanne Taylor,
Julie Horak, Phyllis Whalin, and Erin
Hussey.

Experiment With_ Mi~e

Lab s ·c hoolers Find
Diet Is Important
CHARLESTON- Fifth
grade students at the Buzzard
Laboratory School, in an
experiment with white mice,
have found that an adequate
diet is more important than
total intake of food.
Under a controlled
situation, mice fed 1680 grams
of an inadequate diet lost
weight and mice fed 1000
grams of an adequate diet
gained weight. It was noted in
the exper@ent that the mice
on the iii.adequate diet gained
weight early in the experiment.
The students, under the
guidance of Mrs. Joan

Doemelt, will continue the
experiment to see what the
results on following
generations of mice will be. All
mice in the experiment are
female.
The inadequate diet
consisted of casein, cornstarch,
cornmeal, vitamins, sugar,
calcium free salt, and fortified
mllt'gerine. The adequate diet
consisted of nonfat dry mild
solids, dried meat bone meal,
oatmeal, cornmeal, whole
wheat flour, enriched bleached
flour, vitamin mix, sugar, salt
mixure, and fortified
margerine.

WEIGIDNG MICE is part of an
experiment by Mrs. Joan Doemelt's
fifth-grade class at the EIU Lab School.

Shown reading the scales are Peter Libey,
Tom Goodrich, Tracy Strandberg, and
Cindy DeMeyer.

'True Grit' Replaces
Generation Gap at EIU
c ·H ARLESTON
-Perseverance. Determination. '
Just call it grit.
But four Eastern Illinois
University students who 'did
their practice teaching at the
Buzzard Laboratory School
last fall quarter had what it <
takes in proving there is no
generation gap in ducation.
Mrs. Bessie Kennedy, of
Danville, who received a
bachelor's degree in Education
at winter commencement
Sunday, resumed her coJlege
studies after a 2 8-year
interlude during which she
raised five children.
Mrs. L. Teal Leonard, of
Charleston, a grandmother,
found her belated academic
experience so rewarding that
she is staying on at Eastern to
earn a master's degree.
Mrs. Genevieve Rider, of
Westfield, returned to campus
after a lapse of 33 years and
hopes to begin teaching next
fall. In the meantime, she plans
to attend Graduate School at
Eastern.
Mrs. Patricia Schumacher,
of Alma, a fall quarter
graduate, will return in the
spring to begin work on her
master's degree in home
economics. She is now working
as a substitute teacher in
Salem.
Mrs. Kennedy, also a
grandmother and eldest of
four, hopes to work as a junior
high social studies teacher in
the Danville area, picking up
the threads of a career she
dropped years ago to raise a
family. After graduating from

high school she attended
Illinois State University for
four semesters but was forced
to drop out for financi<!l
reasons. She obtained a
four-year teaching certificate
and taught in a small school
until her marriage.
' · Mrs. Kenntldy.l>ai:d shtHrlt~r
relinquished the dreant ~ of
returning to school, but it
wasn't until her youngest
son
one
of five
children - entered military
service that she decided to
make her dream come true.
For Mrs. Kennedy, a widow,
it meant many sacrifices. She
obtained a state scholarship to
help with school expenses and
rented her home in Danville to
pay for an apartment in
Charleston, which she shared
with another student. For two
terms she worked at the
University's Textbook Library
to ease the financial strain.
Mrs. Kennedy said,
however, that the hardest trial
was the separation from her
family and friends, who
encouraged her the most. The
reward was the pride expressed
by her children when she
r~ceived her degree.
According to Mrs. Leonard
it doesn't take special talent o;
intelligence for a mature adult
to return to school, "just a
desire, a goal, determination,
some adjustment - and a
family that is willing to eat
soup and sandwiches.

two-year-old grandson. Mrs.
Leonard said she felt her
college experience also has
been an enriching experience
for members of her family.
Mrs. Rider, who is seeking a
teaching job in this area for
next fall, said of her belated
cdlleg'e cate·er, ''I came Jback
and. gained knowledge, f~e'nd
and insurance against boredom
and financial insecurity."
The 33 years she devoted to
her family caused no academic
hardships but whetted her
.appitite for study and like Mrs.
Leonard and Mrs. Schumacher,
she plans advanced study in the
Graduate School. Mrs. Rider
said a teaching career will
enable her to pursue a higher
degree.
Mrs. Schumacher, who Jives
70 miles from Charleston,
drove an estimated 50,000
miles to get her bachelor's
degree, and beginning next
quarter she will become a
commuter again to seek a
master's degree.

Mrs. Leonard's eldest child
is 23 and her youngest is in the
eighth grade. She has

BELATED COLLEGE CAREERS
have opened new vistas to these four
mothers who as students of Eastern
Winois University served as practice
teachers during the fall quarter at
Buzzard Laboratory School on the

FENCE ON WAY -Posts for a new
ool Ia ound

1100n be insDIIed. IDCI"eased trafrtc on
South ~inth St. has made the enclosure

Eastern campus. Left to right are Mrs.
Bessie Kennedy, Danville; Mrs. L. Teal
Leonard, Charleston; Mrs. Genevieve
Rider, Westfield; and Mrs. Patricia
Schumacher, Alma.

PICfURED HERE ARE, front left,
Sandy Staley, Laboratory School

librarian, and Eftlyft Stabs. llrtt ...,,
Ruth Mcintyre, Nellie Scbetling.

,

Lab School Preparing
'Availability' File
CHARLESTON- A file of
persons available to enhance
the educational program of the
Laboratory School students at
Eastern Illinois University is
being developed by university
students in Dr. Frances
Pollard's library science class,
in cooperation with the
Laboratory School librarian,
Sandy Staley, and her staff.
Such talents as talks, slides,
pictures, realia, and types of
presentations that will provide
in-depth learning for the
students are filed on cards,
organized, and cataloged for
staff personnel.
University personnel and
parents of the Laboratory

S chool students are being
asked to participate by
completing the forms and
returning them. It is hoped
that this part of the project can
be completed by the end of the
winter quarter and that
community resources can be
tapped during the spring
quarter. Uver the summer
quarter, careful evaluation and
possible revision will take place
so that the unit can be
operable by the start of the
school year ih the fall.
Eventually,
this
Community Resources Unit
will be made available to all
University personnel and area
school systems.

- KEVIN HUSSEY d,splays the form that won him ~
diving championship at the EIU lab School Swim Meet last
week.

WHIL£ PARENI'S A1TENDED a
P. T.A. Meeting, Mr. Dde D .J.bwns' fifth
grade class at the Buz~ Laboratory
School spent the e-vening identifying
con~llations, fmding the north star, and

The "evenina activity" pew out of a
science unit on astronomy that the class
had been studying in science. The class
also learned how to use a star map to
locate the constellations.

EIU LAB SCHOOL SEVENTH GRADE - Row one-left
to right-M. Jones, W. Cooper, R. Harper, K. Hussey and G.
Stanfield. Row two-B. Spaniol, J. Wood, J. Hammond, C.

.EIU

.

LAB SCHOOL EIGHTH
. GRADE - Row one-C.

Green, H. Steele, manager. Row three-Coach Frank
Schabel, K. Isbell, L. Miner, J. Strandberg, M. Jenkins, D.
U>well, C. Kluge, manager.
'

..
Cooper, B. Settle, M. Highland. Row two- G. Schull. J:
~ggins, M. Pen~e, M. Hurst, J. Krenbiel, L. Morice, M.

/

EIU LAB SCHOOL NINTH GRADE -Row one - M.
_S_paniol, C. Inyart, M. Johnson, S. Smith. Row two·- E.

Pearcy, K. Hussey, L Paap, G. Thompson.-Row three- M.
Wheeler, M. Grigotoff, D. Moler, K. Ramsey.

)
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MI~S ANOLA RADTKE, primary grades music
supemsor at the Lab School, right, points out some music
on the projector while four third graders perform at the
ecoocl "Jal" piano used in the classroom keyboard

exercises. Sometimes the children· use portable desktop
keyboards with movable, but silent, keys. (Photo by Buryl
Engleman)

a· n

new

I

MRS. KAREN SANDERS, standing at
the far end of the piano, explains a
procedure to four thirdgraders in the Lab
&:hoot who are standing at the piano
keyboard. The class is part of an

experiment in classroom keyboard
instruction. The girls, though not in this
order, are: ~ileen, Coble, K~n Gilbert,
KatftyorTimb1in and, ~~ky Swinford.
(l»hoto by Buryl Engleman)

Lab School Pupils to Appear
At N ational .M usic Meeting
CHARLESTON - Many
Buzzard Laboratory School
third grade pupils will soon
make- a guest appearance
before a group of music
teachers from all parts of the
United States. They have been
invited to present a
demonstration of classroom
keyboard experiences at the
national convention of the
Music Educators National
Conference in Chicago on
Saturday, March 7 at I :00 p.m.
Their teachers, Mrs. Karen
Sanders, instructor in the EIU
keyboard department, and Miss
Anoia Radtke, primary grades
music supervisors at the Lab
School, will guide the children
in a thirty-five minute
demonstration of their
be-weekly classroom piano
activities.
Following
the
demonstration, panelists will
discuss the purposes and results
of cIa ssroom keyboard
instruction. The panelists

include Miss Radtke, Dr.
Catherine Smith, Head of
Keyboard at EIU, Dr. Robert
Pence, Music Education Head,
Kay Dowden, student member
of MENC, and Dr. Guy
Duckworth, national keyboard
division chairman of MENC.
The two third grades in the
Lab School have incorporated
piano study in their music
classes since September 1967,
when Mrs. Sanders began the
experimental program.
"The children often 'play'
on portable desktop keyboards
with movable, but silent,
keys," Mrsl · Sanders said.
"Singing and making body
movements, such as walking,
clapping and arm motions, are
employed to work out the
rhythmic and pitch
organization of short pieces.
Both rote learning (by ear) and
music reading are stressed. By
choosing short melodies within
only a five-note range, each

child is soon able to locate the
appropriate finger position at
one of the two 'real' pianos in
the classroom. The twenty-five
minute class passes quickly,
and so the cpudren go to the
pianos in groups of two, three
or four to play together or in
close sequence. Each child
usually plays at the piano at
least once during the class,"
she explained.
In addition to learning new
and familiar songs to play on
the piano, the boys and girls
often improvise, creating their
own melodies to a rhythm
pattern or to a poem. Their
melodies are improvised in
either major, minor, Lydian or
Phrygian modes - ,and
sometimes in a combination of
two or three modes! Piano
soloists also enjoy performing
for their classmates.
"Working simultaneously
with twenty-five children and
only two pianos poses some
problems for both the pupils
and their teachers. Obviously,
cooperation and rhythmic
precision are necessary if
evecyone is to hear himself and
the other pianoists. The
purpose of such a keyboard
project has not been to replace
individual piano lessons, which
would be impossible, but

---------------------------------------=~

EIU Musical Arts Group
Enjoys Trip to St. Louis
CHARLESTON - The
Eastern Illinois University
Musical .Arts Program Band,
Chorus and Orchestra students
took a concert and sight-seeing
trip to St. Louis on Saturday,
May 23. The Musical Arts
Program is a co-operative effort
between the School of Music
and the Eastern Illinois
Development and Service Unit.
The junior high and high
achool students live in the
following Central Illinois
communities: Beecher City,
· Charleston, Effingham,
Hidalgo, Mattoon, Neoga, and
Shelbyville. During the 1970
MAP season, these youngsters

have traveled to the E.I.U.
campus for rehearsals on fifteen
Saturdays. For the past three
years, the culminating event
for the MAP students has heea..
t
acert and sigli «eing
tnp to St. Louis.
In order to perform a 9:30
a.m. concert at the Jefferson
Barracks Veterans Hospital, the
buses departed the EIU Lab
School at 6:00 a.m. This is the
third year the MAP students
have performed for the
hospitalized veterans.
"It is my conviction," said
Mr. Key, ' MAP Co-ordinator,
''that these young musicians

should use their talents in such
a worthwhile way. The
Veterans Hospital was selected
because few people pause to
thaJ;J.k t)lese men for the
· s~terifices they have made. The
May 22 issue of LIFE magazine
calls the men · in our Veterans
hospitals 'Our Forgotten
Wounded'. Mariy of our
disabled veterans justly accuse
our society of an 'insensitivity
and lack of care'. Hopefully
the young MAP student, by •
performing for and giving
something of himself to these
veterans, will be made more
sensitive."
After the morning concert

by the MAP Band, Chorus and
Orchestra, the music students
went to downtown St. Louis
for shopping and sight-seeing.
Later in the day, the students
were taken on a tour of the
beautiful Powell Symphony
Hall. The final event in St.
Louis was a performance of the
Verdi Requiem by the St.
Louis Symphony and the
SIU-SW Chorus.
The MAP faculty members
include : Mr. Ted Black and Mr.
Rhoderick E. Kay, Associate
Band Directors; Mr. Elvis
Coble, Chorus Director; and
Mr. Fethi Kopuz and Mr. Don
'fracy, Orchestra Directors.

SIGHT-SEEING MUSICIANS- Beautiful St. Louis Cathedral

was one of the sights viewed Saturday on the annual St. Louis
trip which ended the EIU~~~~~~~~--~~----------------------------._--------------------------------~Musical Arts Pro
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Ted . Black, associate director of the
MAP Band, leads the group in its share of

the program for residents of Jefferson

Barracks Veterans Hospital. It was the
,third annual St. Louis trip to close the
MAP project at Eastern.

I

.

Saturday
required an .early start , and late
.

TREAT FOR VETERANS- Playing
for residents of the Jefferson Barracks
Veterans Hospital was the real climax of
the St. Louis trip taken by the young
musicians. They left on a school bus at 6
a.m. to fill an engagement for a 9:30a.m.

concert. It was an experienc:e which tbe
youngsters will never forget - and also
one which the veterans ·will .·long
remember. In this picture the .,String
Orchestra directed by Don Tracy is
playing.

The Girls Sextet, with Elvis Coble at
the piano, entertains the war veterans.
This is the third year that the EIU group

has played for the hospitalized fttenal at
Jefferson Barracks.

\

.
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READY FOR CONCERT - The Laboratory School
Bands at Eastern Ulinois University are shown at final
rehearsal Monday morning prior to their annual Sf.ring
Concert Monday night in the Lab School Auditorium.
Rhoderick Key is directing the A Band on the stage. Wayne
Bens9n, student director, show at extreme right, directed
the B Band.

Radio Personality to
Perform at Lab School
CHARLESTON - Bill
Bearce, well-known radio
tiersonality . and recording
~ist, will present a program at
the Buzzard Lab School
"-uditorium, corner of Seventh
and Hayes streets in
(:harleston, at 7:30 p.m. on
June 13. The public is cordially
invited to attend and admission
is free.
Mr. Pearce has been
4sl;ociated with the department
.of broadcasting of Moody
Bible institute for 20 years as a
program personality,
instrumentalist and vocalist. He
currently hosts several
'Programs on the four
Moody-owned radio stations:

WMBI and WMBI-FM in
Chicago, WCRF in Cleveland
and WDLM in East Moline,
filinois. Two of his best-known
programs are "Something to
Sing
About" and
"Nightwatch." "Nightwatch,"
a low-key, quality music and
talk program is now heard on
more than 84 stations in the
United States and overseas.
In addition to his radio
work, Mr. Pearce sings bass in
the Melody Four Quartet and
has recorded six Word Record
albums with them. He has also
done several recordings of
duets with Dick Anthony and a
number of albums of vocal and
trombone solos. Through his
musical e~emmts he has
traveled widely at home and
abroad .
Mr. Pearce has also appeared
cQ,J d i
o motion
i _rei 1.bd
~on
Films.
During World War II Mr.
Pearce served in infantry and
special services in the United
States Marine Corps.

LABORATORY
SCHOOL
INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC
DEPARTMENT CONCERT -On Monday,
May 25, at 7:30 p.m. the "A" and "B"
Bands of the Laboratory School will
present a Spring Concert. Highlighting the
program will be the appearance of Mr.
Royal Senn, center, as Euphomiunm
Soloist with the band. In addition to
b~ing an exceUent !Dusician, Mr. Senn is

Key, left, Jnstnuneobl Music Sapemsor,
and Mr. Wayne Benson, right, student
teacher. Mr. Senn is holding the
instrument .which he will play Monday
night, one imported from London,
England, which he used in playing more
than 200 perfonn811Q!s with the
Ringling-Barnum & Bailey Circus. On the
table, 'eft, is a SO-year-old double beD
euphoneum and at right an old-time

Lab School
Musicale
Tonight
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National Library Week
Co.n test Winners
y

LAB SCHOOL COUNCIL - These
junior high students are members of the
Laboratory School Student Council.
They have been responsible for organizing
and directing most of the junior high
school activities for this school year. Left
to right: Front Row- Kelly Hussey,
Wendy Hamand, Vice-President·
Elizabeth Tingley, President; Mark
Holley, Secretary-Treasurer; Jim

-

t

ConneDy. Second Row- Marty Jones,
Brian Settle, Sergeant-at-Anns; Otris
Grigoroff, Ben Moody, Parliamentarian;
Mike Goodrich, Will Cooper. Third
Row - Ann Timblin, Pam Scott, Janis
Ba14win, Lucy Holley, Sara Summers, .
Debbie Thornburgh. Fourth Row- Cindy ·
Tinder, Joyce Ramsey,~ Ensign, Don
Moler, John Looby, Kevin Hussey. Ruthy
Riegel, not shown.
I

CHARLESTON- Winners of the city-wide National Library
Week poster contest for elementary students received prizes of
children's paperback books Monday. The contest was sponsored
by the Charleston merchants.
Students entering the contest were given the option of drawing
a poster · illustration of their favorite book, writing a short essay
on their favorite book, or a short essay on what they like about
the library.
Judges for the contest were Mrs. Frank Fraembs, Miss
LeeAnna Smock, Mr. Ed Paul, and Mrs. Nancy Curran.

Lab Schoolers _Hold
Scandinavian Festival
Norwegian cake containing ·
almonds, confectioner's sugar,
CHARLESTON - A and egg whites.
Following the breakfast,
Scandinavian Festival was
conducted Wednesday by the students ducked for apples
participated in a
seventh and eighth grade and
students attending summer Scandinavian folk dance, a skit
school at the Buzzard entitled "The Vikings Today,"!
Laboratory School. The classes and folk-singing led by Tom
are
studying
the Sellett on the guitar.
The students, who are
Fenno-Scandinavian countries,
Denmark,
Finland,
taught by Mrs. Betty Moorel
Iceland, Norway and Sw.eden, and Miss Patricia Green,
associate teacher, divided into
in social studies.
The activity was patterned committees to plan the festival
after the ·Scandinavian and prepare for it. Miss Green,
Mid-summer Festival, which is who had taught iri Finland and
held annually on June 24. Norway, said about the only
Open-face sandwiches were the thing that kept the festival
main fare at the Norwegian from being authentic, was the
breakfast,
and
were absence of a big bonfire. She
accompanied by a traditional noted that the decorated pole,
Finnish drink, sima. The drink which highlighted the students'
is made with lemonade, honey, breakfast table, is a big festival
raisins and spices. The meal tradition. Miss Green is a native
was topped with kransekjike, a of London, England.
BY VELMA SPENCE
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SCANDINAVIAN COSTUME - Miss Patricia Green,
7th and 8th grade associate teacher at the Buzzard
Laboratory School, is dressed in native Scandinavian
costume for the festival conducted by the students
Wednesday. Miss Green, who has taught in Finland and
Norway, advised the students concerning the festival. (Staff
Ph~to by Velma Spence)

SCANDINAVIAN FESTIVAL-Buzzard School
seventh and eighth graders enjoyed a Scandinavian festival
Wednesday, which they planned and prepared as a result of
a study unit about Scandinavia. Pictured around the festival

table they decorated are the seventh grade students. In
front of the table is Cheryl McKee, queen of the 7th grade
celebration of the Scandinavian Mid-summer Festival.
(Photo by Velma Spence)

DISTRIBUTING POLLUTION
POSTERS - Members of the Buzzard
Laboratory School, room 88, recently
hiked to the square from the school to
distribute posters concerning pollution,
which they had made, to the businesses.
Both 8B and .9B have been studvjn~~:

pollution and plan other activities in
connection with the study. They were
accompanied by their associate teacher,
Mrs. Shirley Barrette and their supervisor,
Mr. Francis Craig. (Staff photo by Velma
Spence)

Huzzard ~tudents

Study Pollution
CHARLESTON- Two noted, "to keep the city
classes from the Buzzard pollution-free."
They have also discussed
Laboratory School, 8B and 9B,
are pursuing a study of cleaning the town branch and
pollution and have become other areas with members of
actively engaged in a drive the Chamber of Commerce.
aga?tst it.
Mrs. Barrette said 8B is
planning
trip to the
Shirley Barrette, University a offield
Mrs.
Illinois on April
associate teacher of 8B, said 22
to attend the Earth Day
the students became concerned teach-in,
a national program
about pollution through TV
at
anti-pollution.
aimed
programs, and began the extra
curricular study on their own
* * *
initiative.
Try rubbing stained areas or
One of their projects has glassware with half a lemon.
been to
make posters,
reminding citizens of pullution
problems, which they put on
display in local business
establishments.
"Some of the group have
joined the environmental
committee on campus", she

I
I

AS PART OF a unit of study on
Greece in Room 6A of the Laboratory
School at Eastern Illinois University,
John Erickson, physical education
.

.

Erickson is shown here with Ronnie
Galbreath, left, representing Zeus, King
of the Greek Goth, and Jim Durham,
represen~ng Corcebus,. the first pe_r__
so_n_t_o_~-~~~------------------------------"------'--
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PRACTICING SAFETY- Terry Etnire (left) and Mike
Hurst are flagging cars at the top of the hill where members
of their class are seeding a bank with emerald crown vetch.
Sheriff Mike Curtis spoke to the class about safety before
they embarked on the venture, and supervised flagging and
safety on the spot. {Staff Photo by Velma Spence)
_
PLANTING VETCH-Members of Mrs.
Shirley Barrette's Buzzard Laboratory
School class, 8B, donned blue jeans and
old shirts Monday and planted emerald
crown vetch on a steep, barren roadside
ban v.on south 4th street road. The
activity was a c~operative project of the
students, Pete Johnson, . district
conservationist; Mike Curtis, Coles
County sheriff; and Jack Gray,
Charleston township road commissioner.
The students raked the bank and put

\

fertilizer on it before planting the seeds,
which were furnished by the Soil and
Conservation Service Nursery of Ellsbury,
Mo. About ~ pound of the seed, which
cost $8 per pound, was used. Johnson
provided the fertilizer and Gray furnished
wire fencing to hold the mulch in place.
Johnson said within two years the bank
should have a lush, vine-type cover, which
will prevent erosion. (Staff Photo by
Velma Spence)
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MRS
RICHARD B. OGILVIE
presents a Student Historian of the Year
Award to Elizabeth Tingley, 15, a ninth
grade student at Laboratory Junior High
School, Charleston. The presentation
took place in ceremonies at the Illinois
Building auditorium on the State

historians
from
17 commuri.ities
throughout the state were honored.
Elizabeth is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald Tingley of 98 Harrison Street,
Charleston. The awards are based on
excellence of articles published during the
school year in Illinois History magazine
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Reading Group
1'o Hold kleeting

THE OOLES OOUN1TY -E&'Item Dlinois University
Reading Council members and guests held a dinner meeting
Monday evening at the EIU Union Ballroom to celebrate
the Council's fifth anniversary. Sandra Staley, EIU Lab
School Librarian, addressed the group on "Ramblings on
Reviving Reading for Children." Those at the head table ·
were 1-r Betty Bell, Historian; Barbara McMillan,
Corresponding Secretary; Mary Williams, President-Elect;
Virginia Rouse, President; Sandra Staley, Speaker,
Rosemary Reece, Chairman of Dinner Meeting; Fred
MacLaren, Executive Vice President; and Betty Moore,
Recording Secretary. (Staff Photo by Dave Gries)

Dr. Higgins Addresses
Lab School Honors Day

CHARLESTON - The fifth
anniversary dinner of the EIU
Coles County Reading Council
will be held at 6:30 p.m.
Monday, May 18, in the East
Ballroom of Eastern's Union.
Following dinner and music,
Sandra Staley, librarian of the"
Buzzard Laboratory School,
will talk on "Ramblings On
Revving Up Reading For
Children". Door prizes will be
given.
Members who wish to
attend should send a check ($3
per person) made payable to
the reading council, to Mrs.
Rosemary Reece in care of the
Buzzard School. Reservations
and money must be received
by May II.

Craig .H onored ·B y Group
CHARLESTON -Francis Academy, and James R. Keith,
Craig, faculty mem hers of the Secretary, appear on the
Laboratory School at Eastern plaque.
Illinois University, has been
named an honorary member of
the Illinois Junior Academy of
Science.
A plaque was presented to
Craig in recognition of
dedicated service to the
students of Illinois schools, and
to
science and science
education.
The names of Sister Mary
Alvernia, President of the

CHARLESTON- Dr.
James Higgins of the faculty of
Indiana
State University,
addressed the annual Ninth
Grade Honors Assembly at the
Laboratory School on
Thursday, May 21. Dr. Higgins,
a native of Charleston, is a
graduate of the Eastern
University Laboratory School
and holds a Bachelors and
Masters Degrees from Eastern.
His Doctorate Degree in
Elementary Education was
granted by Indiana University.
Dr. Higgins spoke briefly on
what lies in the future for
students of today. .
Elizabeth Tingley, retiring
President of the Laboratory
_School Student Council,
presented a brief address
concerning the progress of
student government · -over the
past year. The 9th gracl'e chorus
under the direction of Mr. Elvis
Coble led the group in ·~inging
the traditional "HallS of
Eastern."
·
At the assembly, \ the
following
students were
honored for their academic
achievement:
Grade Point Average for··.
three years of Junior High ·
School:
3.7 or above : Wendy
Hamand, Robin Harper, Lois
Maharg, Jane Ruyle, Elizabeth
Tingley, Andrea Trank, Sam
Steinmetz

3.5-3.69: Marc Grigoroff
Kevin
Hussey, Jerilyy{
McElwee, Steve Smith, Mike
Spaniol
3.3-3.49: Penny Groves,
Megan
Hollowell, Denise
IMoldroski

------

Royal Allen Senn, Sr.
CHARLESTON -Royal
Allen Senn, Sr., 37, Buzzard
Laboratory School instructor
who w~s critically injured June
11 when he fell from the back
of a truck, died Thursday at 9
a.m. at Decatur Memorial
Hospital. He had been in the
intensive care room there since
his transfer from Cl\llrleston
Memorial Hospital shorlly after
the accident.
Mr. Senn had been on the
Lab School faculty at Eastern
Olinois University for only one
J_eu ~ __ an .~trutt~r and

supervisory teacher of the 6th
grade. However, he was well
acquainted with Charleston for
he had earned his B.S. in Ed.,
and M.S. Ed. degrees at EIU in
1958 and 1964, respectively.
He
was
an
excellent
musician, who played for a
time with the Barnum &
Bailey-Ringling Bros. circus
band. He was a collector of
antique band instruments. He
played a solo with the
Laboratory School Band in its
concert near the close of the
spring term.
Mr. Senn and his wife,
Roberta Lee Evans Senn, and
their son, Royal Allen, Jr.,
made their home in Neoga.
They had acquired an old
house
which
they
were
furnishing with antiques made
of oak.
Mr. Senn was born in
Chicago on Aug. 6, 1933. He
was graduated from Danville,
Ill. High School in 19 5 1 and
received two degrees from
Eastern Illinois University.
He was a fifth grade teacher
in Western
Springs, Ill.,
1958-1962; sixth grade teacher
in Urbana, 1962-66 sixth grade
teacher and assistant principal
in Peotone, Ill., 1966-67, and
Peotone Junior High School
principal, 1967-1969, prior to
joining the EIU faculty.
He served in the United
States Army ·, 1952-1955.
He was a member of Sigma
Pi social fraternity.
Mr. Senn leaves his wife and
son at home, and his mother,
Mrs. Laura Senn, of Danville
Ill.
'
Dr. Donald Gill, Laboratory
School Principal, issued this
statement
Thursday
after
learning of Mr. Senn's death:
"I can perhaps say nothing
more meaningful than this: Mr.
Senn was a good teacher and a
remar~ble human being. His
enthus~asm
for living was
contagtous. As one of his
colleagues marked he had
indeed said 'yes' to life.
"His dedication to his
profession
was
beyond
question. He was loved by his
students and was highly
respe;ted by his colleagues. Mr.
Senn s tragic death will be
deeply felt by the University
community."
Mr. Senn was a member of
the United Methodist Church
in Ne~ga, and belonged to' the
followmg organizations:
Further Light Lodge No
1130 AF & AM iri Danville
Sword of Bunker Hill in Elgin'
Ansa~ Te~ple in Springfield:
Scottish Rite Bodies of Valley
in East St. Louis, Eastern Star
Lodge No 96 in Neoga,
Char~eston
Elks
Lodge,
Amencan Legion Post in
Peotone, National Education
Association, life member of the
Illinois Education Association
Musicians
Protectiv~
Association in Danville and the

Chicago
Musicians.
Mr. Senn was the assistant
director and the. master of
ceremonies of the Ansar
Temple brass band.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Saturday in the
United Methodist Church in
Neoga with th~ Rev. ~obe~
Holmes officiating. Bunal will
be in the Neoga Memorial
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
today at the Swengle-Odell
Funeral Home in Neoga. The
body will be taken to the
church at noon Saturday and
will lie in state until the time
of. servi,~ce::::s:.:...- - - - -

Harold M. Popham
CHARLESTON - Harold M.
Popham, 74, of R.R. 2,
Charleston, died at 12:55 a.m.
Thursday
in
Charleston
Community Hospital from a
heart attack.
He was born in Charleston,
March 18, 1896, the son of
Charles E. and Carrie McNutt
Popham. He was ftrst married
to Marie Francis who died
January l, 1965. Later be
married Bennetta McElfresh.
She survives.
Also surviving are two sons,
J. Elwood Popham, Charleston,
and
Robert F. Popham,
Jacksonville Beach, Fla; one
daughter, Mrs. Harry (Doris)
Knoop,
Cincinnatti;
one
step-son, Donald McElfresh,

\

THESE COLES COUNTY students and their chaperones
are among more than a score who left Friday on a five-week
European tour. Front row, from left, are Vicci Stephans,
Tony Wood, Liz Tingley, Jeri Doty, Jane Dawson and
Bruce Gill, all from Charleston; back row, from left, are Jon

Giffin and Debbie Ensign, both of Charleston, Cathie Reed
of Ashmore, Jeff Adkins of Charleston, and chaperones
Bob and ltne Key of Eastern lllinois University and Miss
Ruth Lindsey of Casey. (Photo by John Tracy, Jr.)

Students BegiitEuropeanStudy Tour
CHARLESTON - More
than a score of Coles County
high school students arrived in"
Madrid,
Spain
Sunday
afternoon to start a five-week
European tour to study
"Comparative Cultures."
The tour is under the
auspices of the Foreign Study
League,
a
national
organization, and Eastern
Illinois Development and
Service Unit (EIDSU), which
was responsible for recruiting
students in the 10-county area
which it serves.
The local delegation consists
of 22 Coles County students,
20 of whom are from
Charleston,
plus
three
additional students from
distant points who are attached
to the group, and three
chaperones.
The group left at 9 a.m.
Friday from Mattoon by

chartered Greyhound bus for
Cleveland, Ohio, where they
remained Friday night and
Saturday. They left at 11: 55
p.m. Saturday on a 707 charter
jet as part of a tour of 184
persons, who will remain
together
during
the
five-country tour.
Chaperones for the Coles
County group are Rhoderick
and Jane (Mr. and Mrs.) Key
and Miss Ruth Lindsay. Mr.
Key is a member of the Eastern
Illinois University School of
Music Faculty, who has taught
in the Buzzard Lab School and
will have an administrative
position on the catnpus this
fall. Miss Lindsay is a high
school teacher from Casey.
Classes will be held daily for
the students from 8 a.m. until
noon, in which they will study
the art, music, literature, and
culture of the countries which

they visit.
In the afternoon and
evening they'll tour and
become acquainted first-hand
with the institutions and places
about which they've studied.
The countries, and the cities
in which· they'll be quartered
are: Spain (Madrid), Italy
(Rome), Austria (Vienna),
France (Paris), and England
(London).
The students will live in
university or private school
dormitories at the various
stops.
The tour is organized like a
school with a principal and
assistant principal, teachers,
and a full-time nurse.
Many
of the faculty
me nbers have been on many
previous tours for the Foreign
Study League, and some are
teachers of unusual talent in
the areas they teach.

I

FRON'IlER DAYS- Ed Rauch's
fourth grade ··.,tudents at the Buzzard
Laboratory School have been studying
<ltarleston history in conneciton with a
social studies unit and observed ..Frontier
Day." 'Ilunday. The ltudeaa took

I

tuins at the handle of the butter churn
and MJs. Lola Binder, student teacher, is
squeezing the moisture out of the
finished product. (Staff photos by Velma
Spence)

MRS. RITA GALBREATH (left) and Miss Shary Lagg,
student teachers, are assisting members of the class in
~ cardles.

ERS - - Mrs ~
SECOND GRAD
uvm
• ~ny
Elliot's ..cJass al the Buzzard Laboratory
School toured the Charleston Fire
h f
Department Thursday morning. Muc o
the city's fire-fighting equipment was

AI let to flalat the ReXt Ire il llrilll
Nordine. The students are, from left,
Carla Miller, Jan Anivey, Brian, Phil
Myerholtz, Marvin Breig and Mike
Woodall. Assistant teachers Vickie
Creinhton and Bonnie Baker, left rear,

-----------------------------------~~~~~L~~~~WU~L---~~
~~~~~~~~---~---~

DECORATIONS for the International
Students Tea tomorrow afternoon will
include flags of about 50 nations
represented by foreign students lJt Eastern.
They have been made by Lab School
students under the direction of their art
teacher, Phillip Setde. Foreign students

wrote greetings for the bottom of the
plaques on which the flags are mounted.
Teri Sanders, left, and Mike Buckellew,
two eighth graders, put fmishing touches
on two of the decorations. (PM to by Bruyl
Engleman)

THIS IS A CLOSEUP of one of the flag decorations
prepared for the International Students Tea to be held
Tuesday in the Lab School cafeteria. (Photo by Buryl
En eman

POSTERS have been made by Lab School students for the
International Students Tea. ' Left to light: Chris Horak Chris
DiPietro and Ruth Maharg. (Photo by Buryl Engleman)
THE DECEMBER TEA for intarrationll
students will be held in the Lab School
cafeteria Tuesday from 2 to 4 p.m., a
change from th~ Home Economics lounge
at the University. Junior high students in
the Lab School have been making
preparations for the event. Girls in Mrs.

Gayle Strader's home economics class are
making a sample of the beverage which will
be served. Left to right: Ruth Maharg, Kim
Ensign, Joyce Ramsey, Ann Gill, and Kris
Larson) Mothers will make cookies, breads
and candies. (Photo by Buryl Engleman)
/
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Many sources
open for project

One of the several services available to the
student at the Instruction Materials Center is the
use of the video tape recorder tofilmclasses at

work. This shot was taken during a home
economics class being held at Buzzard
Laboratory School.

by Sue Schwartz
It seems as if every time a
student has a project due, the
first and only place he goes is
the library. There is much more
available at Eastern than what
the library offers.
Basically, there are two
other sources for project or
presentation
materials:
The
Audio Visual Center (AVS), in
the library; and the Instructional
Materials Center (IMC), at the
lab school.
THE STUDENT has a choice
of films and filmstrips at the
AVC, as well as projectors and
screens to accompany them.
Also available are filmstrip
previewets for "checking out a
filmstrip" before presenting it.
If the student is not satisfied
with ready-made films, he can
do some picture-taking of his
own with one of the several
different kinds of cameras there.
The cameras also come with
additional equipment to use
with them.
On the audio end, there are
tape recorders, record players
and records, listening centers,
microphones, extension cords,
patch cords, earphones, and
more.
THE Instructional Materials
Center is open to any student on
campus, ~s well as laboratory
school supervisors, associate
teachers, student teachers (on
and off campus), methods
students,
junior
block
participants
and
freshman
participants.
Students may illustrate their
speeches, teaching,. etc. with the
center's charts and pictures,
slides, flannelboards, posters,
transparencies
or
audio
flash-card systems.
Ideas can be gleaned from
IMC examination copies of
textbooks, vertical file materials,
resource units, kits, course
outlines
and
programmed
learning books.
THE IMC, like the AVC, has
records, tapes, filmstrips (with
and without records), films
(from Eastern's AVC, University
of Illinois, Southern Illinois
University, etc.) and slides.
For presenting these are
16mm projectors, ·filmstrip
projectors, tape recorders (reel
to reel or cassette), record
players, filmstrip previewers,

projection screens, rear screens,
listening
centers,
carousel
programmer, patch cords and
earphones.
Advocates
of
make-your-own materials will
find typewriters, a super 8mm
movie camera, equipment for
picture mounting and much
1more.
THE MORE technically-able
student
will
discover
the
videotape, closed circuit TV and
audiotaping.
Among
the
secretarial
supplies are spirit duplication,
thermographic
transparencies,
reflex master, paper copy,
various
typewriters,
paper
cutters, blank overhead projector
pens, blank spirit masters and
cutout letters of various sizes.
For those who are really
psyched on getting their message
across effectively, there are two
courses
in
the
Speech
Department of special interest.
KEN E. Hadwiger, Speecli
Department, said that these were
the student
designed
for
"interested in learning the skills
, involved in using some of the
media available."
The courses, Speech 354
(TV
Production)
for
undergraduates, and Speech 520
(TV Education) on the graduate
level, expand the amount of
media available to the student's
use.
For example, he may use the
synchronized production unit in
the Speech Department. This
unit is capable of switching from
one camera to another by
switching a button and stopping
the roll of the picture.
THIS technique is used for
Speech 354 production and
instructional TV.
Video tape recording units
are offered in the departments
of physical education, music,
Instructional Materials Center
and speech.
These may be used to record
concerts,
games,
practices,
speakers, debate contests, etc.
They also provide a method for
viewing instructors during their
classes.
SO, WHEN project time rolls
around, remember not only the
library, but the other campus
sources.

Mrs. Strader Named
Outstanding Woman
• I

I

CHARLESTON -The
Outstanding Americans
Advisory Board announced
today that Mrs. Michael
Strader has been selected to
appear in the 1970 edition of
"Outstanding Young Women
of America." Nominated
earlier this year, she has been
chosen for the a wards
publication on the basis of her
achievements.
Now in its sixth year, the
Outstanding Young Women of
America program, designed to
recognize the abilities of
women between the ages of 21
and 35, was conceived by the
leaders of the nation's major
women's organizations. This
program recognizes those
young women who contribute
to the betterment of their
communities, professions, and
country. Serving on the
program's Board of Advisors
are the national presidents of
women's clubs, headed by Mrs.
Dexter Otis Arnold, Honorary
President of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Each year over 6,000 young
women are nominated as
Outstanding Young Women of
America by leading women's
organizations, college alumni
associations, and churches
across the country. These
young women's complete
biographical sketches are
featured in the national
volume, "Out~nding Young

Women of America."
Mrs. Strader, a graduate of
Arcola High School, graduated
with honors from Eastern
Illinois University and received
her master of education degree
from the University of Illinois.
She is currently doing graduate
work at the U of I and at EIU• .
She has taught home
econqmics at the Buzzard
Laboratory School since 1965
and previously taught in the
Lovington High School.
Two articles written by Mrs.
Strader have been published in
"Illinois Teacher".
A member of the First
Christian Church, Mrs. Strader
is a deaconness and is also
service chairman of the
Christian Women's Fellowship.
She is a Delta Zeta Alumnae
and president of the DZ House
Corporation. Mrs. Strader also
has membership in Kappa Omi
Cron, Home economics
honorary fraternity; Kappa
Delta Pi, educational honorary
fraternity; American Home
Economics Assoc,!ation, Illinois
Home Economics Association
and served on the state board
for the latter organization in
1967-68.
.
The Straders, ·who reside at
625 Ashby Drive, have two
children, Jill; age 6~ and Toby,
age I~- Mrs. Strader is the
former Gayle Gilbert, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Gilbert
of Arcola.
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Dr. Howard Orians

An ·Audubon Lecturer 25 Y:ears
-

BY VELMA SPENCE
fossils, and c"ollecting insects.
CHARLESTON - The
Gregsville, ill., famous for
Audubon Society started
purple martin houses, is also
presenting nature films around
featured in the film, which was
194 2, according to Dr. Howard
seven years in the making.
Orians, who narrated his film
In filming birds, Dr. Orians
"Bypaths To Adventure" in
noted one takes advantage of
McAfee Gymnasium on the
certain circumstances - setting
EIU campus Monday night.
up blinds near feeder stations,
"And I have been lecturing
bird nests or bird baths.
for the society for 25 years.
"I have had a blind within
There may be two or three
30 inches of the subject," he
fellows who have been with
said, "but it is difficult to
them longer."
photograph birds that close, as
It all started as a hobby,
the noise of the camera bothers
when Dr. Orians began taking
them."
moving pictures of his children.
When his son, Gordon, was
After seeing a nature film, he
home, he used to act as a "go
became interested in filming
awayster" - "a photographer's
wildlife, and his hobby soon
trick based on the theory a
grew into a sort of profession.
"I learned in the university of bird can't count beyond one."
"He would go with me, help
hard knocks and spoiled film
set up the blind, then walk
was my tuition," laughed Dr.
Orians, a retireCl clergyman of a way. The birds, thinking
the United Methodist Church everyone · was gone, would
since 1965. He is a graduate of come back to the nest, or
North Central College and whatever," Dr. Orians
Evangelical Theological explained.
The most exasperating
Seminary, both in Naperville.
experience Dr. Orians recalls in
Before his retirement, he did
most of his lecturing during his relation to making wildlife
films, is the time his camera
two or three week vacation
from church duties, usually got stuck while fllming
hatching eggs in a woodcock's
giving 12 to 30 lectures a year.
nest.
Bermuda and Freeport in the
"I remembered my son's
Bahamas are the sites of some
biology teacher had a camera
of his lectures.
similar to mine,and .knowing I
"This year the Audubon
Society is holding lectures in only had two or three hours to
258 cities in the U.S. as well as get good pictures, I charged
in 25 cities in Canada," he home and called him to see if I
noted.
could borrow it. He said I
Monday was Dr. Orians's could and that it was already
third visit to Charleston for a loaded with I 00 feet of film. I
lecture.
got back to the nest before the
"I always seem to bring a eggs had all hatched, and when
I got home I told my wife I
cold wave. On my first visit,
there was an ice storm and had the choicest pictures I had
telephone and electrical lines ever taken. But, the teacher
were down," he recalled.
was mistaken - the camera
He and his wife, Marion are
wasn't loaded."
enroute to Florida, where he
Dr. Orians related Gordon,
will spend the month of professor of ecology at the
February lecturing. Their home
University of Washington,
is in Madison, Wis.
Seattle, was always an avid
Dr. Orians is also scheduled nature student.
to show some of his films in a
"He was one of two
· series of five one-hour TV professors who went to
shows in Oeveland, Ohio.
Vietnam to study effects of
"About sixty percent of defoliants," continued Dr.
"Bypaths To Adventure" is Orians. "But Ardath (the
concerned with birds," Dr. Orians' daughter who is now
Orians said, "and one section Mrs. James McEathron of
of the film is devoted to Springfield, Mass.), could take
hobbies in connection with nature study or leave it, and
wildlife."
usually chose to leave it. I
A few of the hobbies guess some of my interest must
mentioned are feeding birds, have rubbed off, however, as
bird-banding (tagging birds to she has several feeder stations
observe their habits), hunting in her back yard."

I

DR. HOWARD ORIANS (right),
representing the Audubon Society in
Charleston Monday, showed a nature film
to students at the Buzzard Laboratory
School. He is shown chatting with the
school principal,
Don Gill~

following the film. He was later stopped
by a young student in the hall, who asked
"Would you help me with iny moth
collection?" (Staff photo by Velma
Spence)

KIM ENSIGN, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ensign, is
behind the lectern reading to her classmates in a new speech
activities program at the Lab School. The picture was taken

·Reading Hour
Tonight at Lab
CHARLESTON- Fourteen
Buzzard Laboratory School
junior high students will
participate in a reading hour at
7:30 tonight in the Laboratory
School Auditorium. The
program is open to the public.
The reading program is the
result of a newly-formed
speech activities program in the
Laboratory School under the
directi?n of the Speech 340
class m the Department of
, Speech.
Speech 340 is composed of
both speech and theatre arts
·

education majors. Student.
enrolled in the class hav~
worked with the Lab Schoo,
students during the wintef
quarter in preparation for th
program. The entire speech
activities program is under the
direction of Dr. Don B.
Morlan, Department of Speech
and Faculty of Education.
The reading hour is the
secon~ program of the year
resultmg from the activities
program. A, Christmas assembly
was presented for the
Laboratory junior high
students in December. Later
this year a dramatic production
will use Laboratory School
students exclusively, under the
direction of the spring quarter
Speech 340 class.
Students participating in
tonight's program are: Kathy
C?valt, Debbie Thornburg,
Dtck Lahey, Denise Hesler
Teri Sanders, Jane Spaniol:
A!lne Canally, Pam Triplett,
K~ . Cheokley, Kim Ensign,
Phillip Carey, Anne Wright
David LoweU, and Kathy
Saltmarsh.

Friday at a "dress rehearsal" for a program at 7:30 tonight
in the Lab SChool auditorium. (Photo by Bury) Engleman)
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Dr. Donald Gill

Charleston
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omm unity, Easter11
~elll Testimony
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. "F~st,

it is a laboratory for

Vq potential teachers, where . they

learn about child behavio.r and
the development of children
and where the future teachers
3::>IOH::> Sll
~=i~:: hone their skills. Second, the
~-----...;..--------------1
laboratory school teachers are
the practitioners. Third, the
staff represents a pool of 46
6 ~ resource people, very valuable
til
individuals. Fourth, as a ~itizen
HS31H ln::> 1::131N3::> 3::>IOH::>
and a laxJ,>a} '• I n .. cog~o.l;;: .... tl:.e
-----additional costs to the local
school district if the lab school
1 is phased out.
6
"We would have to take
-11
I~uch of the v~luable work that
!IS now done m the lab school
_ _..____ off campus," he noted.
Dr, Merigis also objected
"strongly" to the abolition of
the sixth year specialist
degrees, which is proposed in
the preliminary draft of the
master plan.
·
"These are in a ~ay regional
degrees-the work 1s offered to
-L'\1 3
eduQtors in the area who are
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improving their proficiency.
Eliminating these degrees
appears to represent a short
range and narrow viewpoint,"
he said.
He served on the Higher
Board's Committee on Teacher
Education, and added that
"there seems to be no relation
between the work and the
recoiT?ntendatidns of .that
com ..uttee and the Higher
Board's recommendations."
Dr. Donald Gill, principal of
the lab school said that former
students 'of the
lab
school-some of them now in
high school and others students ,
in college or adults in various
vocations--have
been
"horrified" at the proposal to
close the school.
"I'm sure " he added "that
there will be many t~achers
and numerous other individuals
who will want to speak at the
hearing against phasing out of
the lab.~chool."

Charleston Chamber of Commerce
Attacks Phase III Master Plan

attempts to seek additional
LAB SCHOOL CWSING
funds.
The decision to oppose the stateSPECIALIST
DEGREE
closing of the Laboratory
The decision to oppose the
School is based on the elimination of the Specialist
following:
Degree is based on the
The C'IJ:ulrston Chamber of following:
Commerce has worked very
1.) The University should
The test of the Chamber of closely with Eastern Illinois continue to provide this service
Commerce statement follows University, Community Unit to the residents of this area
No. 1 School District, the City who desire to contin~heir
in its entirety:
1
of Charleston and the State of
After due con's1<1eration, the Illinois Department of Business
(Continued on Page 3)
Board of Directors of the · and Economic Development in
Charleston Chamber of developing
our
current
Commerce opposes the industrial program.
following recommendations
Certainly, one of the
pertaining to Eastern Illinois important aspects is to provide
University as contained in the adequate educational facilities .
for the children of those
, proposed Master Plan III.
people relocating in the
Charleston community. Our
projections indicate strongly
that an additional 27 5 public ,
school age children will be . ·
district residents by the Fall of
r 1973.
.
Obviously, the influx of
(Continued from Page 1)
these children combined with
fundamental componet of
the Lab School children raises
formal education, especially community service and a major
the total to a figure in excess
those _aspiring to enter the responsibility of all educational
of 800. This would mean an
prafesswnal areas of education. institutions. The Board should
increase of over 28% during the
It ~:ems unreason_able to,.. seek to make decisions with
next two years, which creates .
req_u~.e people seekmg such respect
to
continuing
an undue hardship on this
trfam1~g to commute hundreds education programs in terms of
community.
~ .m e.~ t~ atte~~ a "major the needs of communities, the
In the event the Illinois
mversl Y e~te~. .
programmatic capacities of
Board of Higher Education acts
2.) The ehmmatwn of the institutions to respond to those
to close the Lab School, the
st~dents a?d. faculty associated needs. and the feasibilit
f
0
Charleston Chamber of
with
Spec1ahst
programs
would
·
·
·
.
Y
definitely h
ff
_mter-mstJtutwnal cooperation
Commerce has no alternative
w ld b ave an . e ect that m developing programs not all
but to actively support our
ou
. e damagmg to the of which are available through
local school board in their
economic growth of this one i'nstitution "
community. The comulative
Basically w~ are opposed to
effect of the people in this the enroll~ent limitations at
projram also has an effect on the graduate level because
un ergraduate ~nrollment, they create hard;hips on
be_ca~se
as supenntendents, persons wishing to inorease I
pnnc1pals, counsellors and their professional skills. Also 1
teach~rs , they ar~ o_fte~ active !ess training leads to les~ '
recrUiters for th1s mshtution. mcome which results in less
Therefore, un~ergraduate loss economic input to the area.
wou_ld re_sult m a decline of
Any curtailment of the
~asters program will have a
retail {?usme_ss in the area.
3.) The s1x-year program has s1de effect in terms of the level
roven t_o attract qualified of educational development for
CHARLESTON - President hearings to express the community officials, university
Saculty with _doctorate degrees. the future citizens of our 1
~o~ld
th1s program be community.
Doudna Thursday said that University's reaction to the faculty members, and students
have stated their intention to
elimmated, the community
In summary regarding the
Eastern Illinois University is proposals. .
would suffer an economic loss overall enrollm~nt limitations
The other officials are Peter present testimony at the
planning to take "vigorous
as w_ell . as the valuable at both the undergraduate and
R. Moody, provost and vice hearings.
1 issue" with several points in
Doudna did not cite all the
~ontnbut10ns
that these graduate levels it must be
the Illinois Board of Higher president for instruction;
that
projected
acuity !lle~bers give to the noted
Education's Master Plan-Phase Lavern M. Harnand, dean of proposals the University
commumty .m terms of time enrollments by the Board of
.the Graduate School; Donald intends to challenge, but he
III ..
and leade~sh1p_.
Higher
Education
have
A public hearing on the G. Gill, principal of the Lab said t.h at "certainly we shall
At t_h1s t1me ? we feel it encouraged retail and industrial
proposed plan is scheduled at School; and Harry J. Merigis, speak t'o those proposals
appropnatetopomtoutoneof .developments
in
this
Eastern in the Laboratory dean of the F acuity of which, if implemented, would
several
c<;>mments and community.
restrict our graduate school
School Auditorium at 10 a.m. Education.
reco~m~ndat10n~ per_taining to
Any marked deviation from
More than 60 other persons, enrollment and phase out our
Monday. Doudna and four
~ontmumg
ed~catwn
and these projected figures will be a
other Eastern officials are including area teachers and sixth-year programs and the
administrators, Laboratory School.
~~mt~un~f sefV!ce, found in violation of the confidence
expected to appear early in the school
a~ cr
an III , chapter 6, vested in the Board of Hi h
wlllc.:_h ~tales : "Recognize that Education by the c't ' g e}
c.:ontlnumg education is a Charleston.
I lzens o
CHAR L E .S T 0 N Anticipating the testimony
which will be taken on
Monday, March 8, by the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education concerning the
recent proposals contained in
Phase III of the Master Plan
for
State Colleges and
Universities, the Charleston
Chamber of Commerce has
issued
a statement of
opposition to the proposals
with appropriate reasons.
Some sixty-five persons,
including members of the
University community the
Charleston community are
scheduled to testify on

M' o nuay

at the Buzzard
Laboratory School from 10
a.m. to noon, and from 1 to 5
p.m. at a .hearing to be
conducted by the Higher
Board.
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C of C Protests

•

Doudna to Take 'Vigorous
Issue' With Mast~r Plan

Public Hearings on Master Plan
! Open This Morning at Lab School
n
u
g

BY BURYL ENGLEMAN

lY

CHARLESTON -The
public hearing on the initial
draft of Master Plan - Phase
III, proposed by the Board of
Higher Education, will open at
10 a.m. today in the Buzzard
L a boratory
Schoo1
Auditorium.
Eighty-six individuals have
requested an opportunity to
make presentations at the
hearing, conducted by the
higher board, far more than
can be heard in the six hours
allotted.
Quincy Doudna,
Dr.
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president of Eastern Illinois
University, will head the
delegation of five members of
the Eastern administrative staff
whose testimony will lead off
the hearing.
Their objections to
recommendations affecting
Eastern Illinois University in
the recently announced draft
of the plan will be focused on
four recommendations: first,
the phasing out of the
Laboratory School by 1973;
second, the elimination of the
Specialist Degree in which
Eastern has pioneered; third,
cutbacks in the Master's

----....----

Musings
Editor

of an

By Buryl Engleman
I

THE BUDGET message of Gov. Richard B Ogilvie his lashinE
o~t. at t!te "higher education establishment;" his d~mands fm
!.uthon mcr~~ses, and. ~h; portrayal of college presidents as
extrava~ant by Ogilvte s budget director have created an
unat!rachv~ ba_ckdrop and ari uneasy atmosphere for Monday's
public heanng m Charleston on the higher education Master Plan
-Phase III.
More ~han 65 persons have requested an opportunity to make
pr_esentattons a~ the hearing ~n the Buzzard Laboratory School.
Wtthout exception - or certamly with few exceptions - they are
expecte~ ~o oppose the phase out of the lab school, elimination
~f .spe_ctalist degrees, cutbacks in the Master's program and ,
'
litll,ltaho_n of enrollment.

I

RISI~G COSTS of higher education resulting from continued
growth m enrollment, the need for additional physical facilities,
1 ~Uher fac1ors have put a real pinch on available
111
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program; and fourth, limitation are absolutely necessary. Even
on enrollment for the Graduate under ideal circumstances,
which are all too unlikely to
School program.
exist, the construction of a
It has already been pointed
for
the
out by spokesmen for the replacement
university that elimination of Laboratory School could
the Lab School would have scarcely even start by the fall
almost catastrophic financial of 1973. It would almost
repercussions for
the certamly take far longer than
Charleston Community Unit that to raise the necessary new
School District No. l. which funds on the local tax base,
would have to absorb 530 have a bond issue voted on,
students and provide building draw up plans, and let
space for them by September, contracts.
"Aside from the matter of
1973, if the recommendation is
the fall-1973 deadline, I wish
finally approved.
Two members of the Board to protest the idea of phasing
out the aborator School at
of Higher Edu~atio~t ar
expected to be present at any time. Educators can set
today's hearing, along with Dr. forth and justify its functions
James B. Holderman, executive better than I can. Perhaps they
director of the higher board, can demonstrate my personal
and two of the board's staff view that the Laboratory
School is of invaluable benefit,
members.
Assured of giving testimony not only to the students it
at
today's
hearing -in serves, but also to public
addition to the official schools throughout the State."
Following are the names of
viewpoint of the University to
be given by the five staff additional persons who have
to
make
verbal
members - are many educators asked
from East Central Illinois presentations and whose names
public schools, a group of were not previously published:
Dr.
Donald
Tingley,
university student leaders,
several persons representing the chairman, Faculty Senate,
Charleston
business Eastern Illinois University.
Howard
E.
Walker,
community, and additional
Principal, Lincoln School,
faculty members.
Since the hearing is open to Vandalia.
Delmar
Elder,
the public, a large audience of
townspeople and faculty superintendent, Educational
Region, Moultrie
members and students from Service
Charleston and nearby is County.
Lloyd Elam, superintendent~
expected to attend.
A Letter to the Editor, of schools, Stewardson-Strassubmitted too late for burg.
Russell Curry, superintenpublication
on
today's
Times-Courier editorial page, dent of schools, Windsor.
Mrs.
Ruth
White,
was received from Mrs. Robert
V. (Ann) Wharton, Charleston. cooperating elemt:ntary reading
The text of her letter teacher, Charleston.
Dr. J. Robert Pence, head,
follows:
"As a mother of three small Music Education, School of
Illinois
children in Charleston, I am Music, Eastern
alarmed at the proposal of University.
Larry Stuffle, student,
Master Plan, Phase 3, to abolisq
the Laboratory School at Eastern Illinois University.
"Dan
Eastern Illinois University, and
Lathrop, teacher,
wish to urge that this Charleston Junior High School.
recommendation be given
Gail Borton, high school
principal, Charleston.
serious reconsideration.
"The immediate result of
Lewis Coon, professor of
the implementation of this mathematics, Eastern Illinois
pmposal would be that the University.
already crowded public schools
Virgil Judge, president,
of Charleston would be Lake Land College, Mattoon.
overwhelmed with an increase
Nine students at Charleston
in enrollment,
I am told , of High School: Laurel Ramsey,
twenty per cent.
Kris " Hofacker,
Wendy
It must be clear to everyone Hamand, Gayle Crane, Mark
that to prepare for so sudden Holley, Liz Tingley, Richard
and sharp an increase, many Harsch, Jeri Doty, and Rick
years of planning and working Choate.
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ED & NEW FURNITURE :

•

l(OU KIND OF LIKE ME, DON'T
'(OV, Cf.IUCK? I'M GLAD '(OV DON'T
COME RIGf.IT OUT AND &JAI.{ IT,
THOU6H ... I RESPECT 'tOO FOR "THAT

- Part or tun
time restaUil"ant help fc'l'
lrltcllen, deldvery & wal~ 1
1ng tables. 5 p.m. to 1 1
a.m. Bee Pizza Jces, after !
5 p.m. or oaN 345-2844. - i

~~~~~!!~~~~J~~~d~~~~Q~l

Walnut-charleston,
Ill. ' College
slludemrs preferPHONE 345-1952
Ted.
3-lOB '1
After Rours-345-1909
;
tm : WHERE IS YOUR AVON !
i
Representeative? Mta'Yibe 135. Farmers Market
~ d r n't barve <'De. M•ay- : - - - - - - - - - be Y'::U Slbcmld be the one
Rummage Sales
in )"Cur nelg.hlb::·r hocd to · FOR SALE - 8eed OO"ns,
i sell to taU th:se custcmeTs. : Amooy, Ccrrs:'Y, Wra'YDe,
RAGE SALE - N•:J.W till 1 Interested?- Carll o::'Jl•l ect : Bees.: n. StJate germ testBaturda;y: 2, 10,000 BTU ; 824-5424 or write Box 352 ! ed. Olearned rand bagged,
air cond., riding Iewn : T.aryttvl.lle ni
3_13B i $4.50, certified $4.70. mower, lrawn sweeper, 24' ; -~-'
·
- - - -· ;· Roo or Dave Upb: !ff, 345boy's bike, C r"UCih & Ohair, !
STUFF LETTERS
,. •5868 or UL6-5338.
4-SB
repaiMble 23" COler TV, ·
---------ootfee pert, blender, ir.cn,
inbo .a)ready
addressed : FOR SALE-Med. Red c·l 'wmlsc. d!Lshes, mdse. cirath- stamped enveltcpes SUIPPlied · er seed, state tested, high
ing, •b a1r dTyer, H::-Urywocd . you fte. Parys spare time ;
germmation. -Phrne 849'bed fr.ame, 3 ft. tall wdne bome-wor.kers $2.00 and up 1 3189, Fred Mc0andl1sh,
bottle. - 653 W'lcdlawn, per boor. No experience ! Toledo, IlL
3-10A
Mattoon _ 235-0773. 3-13B needed. Oost ctf Sbarting Kit . -·- ·· __ . ·- - - __ - -·
$2.00 Prepaid. D.F.D.I., 3320 : FOR SALE -Al11a~ta br·· me
L. Hun1lingtcn Rd., F : rt ! !bay.-J. R. Newby, HumPersonals
' Wtaryne, IndJJam 46809. 3-llA i boldt. - 866-0145.
3-15B

1----------

.----~---- W~D

ERSONS interested in jclnmg rand fonndnlg ta Ctliarrlestcn Motorcycle Club,
meet at " 17 " Olub ~ll"kmg lc~ Tuesoa;y, Mareh
91lh--7 .00 p.m.
3-9A
LASS REUNION, CHS '66.
June 13. Notify sue Derwort 581 •2030 cf any out of
town addresses
3•17B
- - - - - -·_ _ _

'·

Where To Go

AT YOUR HEART OUTSUncbles, sodas, splits,
shakes,
cones,
pints,
quarts. -Big DippeT, 3rd
& Lincoln.
3-128

!

!

45. Building Materials
- - - --·--

I

clean.
4
3- 13 B
! . - -3 5-69Gl. - .
1 WANTED- Trash hauling.
: Attics to g.a.r age. Drlvei ways to ~rook soalftred by
! htand. ReaS!"'M 'ble prices.
1
Pbcne 345-4306. Sam CUn·

; 37.

For Sale

!l - - -Miscellaneous
----; FIREWOOD -seas::ned, $15
; rick. sarti~cUcn gwa:reni teed. OaU tarfter 5:30. ! 345-7213.
3-15B
$800 COLLECTION Oriental
: snac·k -sets, linens, vases,
1
'l acquers, etc. A-1 c ~nm1. 1don. - 951 Sixth st. 3-18A
1
.
; CLACKERS at Whr:'•l esale
! price. - Plh::ne 345-4127.
i
3-12B

RISHBORG I

I

I

l

(

t

r

3

i:
I1
il

E

c

SAVE MONEY

11

r.

•

Let Us Figure Your
Materi31l List At
Discount Prices
FREE ESTIMATES

KULLLUMBER
18TH AND PRAIRIE
MATTOON, Phone 234-6495
tm

47.

For Rent

-------FOR RENT -2 unfurnished
2 bedroom apa·rtments.
marrrted CC!uples, n, pets,
$120.00 per m~ nth. O::rachllght A~•rtments . oau 3454758 ta!ter 4 p.m.
tfB

FOR RENT -M::•bile Heme
Northern Estates Park ""1~c1r summeT '200 iiall qurg•r~t. Charles Annual
nin~ham.
tfB
--~:· - 346-5202.
3-9A
~ WANTED- BR'by sdtting in
FOR LEASE: c~mmercf.al
my h('me.
Days. Hra·v e
Serv1ce trype bu1Idriillg f .-If
toY'S rand plra;ymate. Will
crffloe c•r light auto repa~·r ,
MARCH 17t h
. .a,ccept 1 or 2 chHdren. ·brlalres, muffer, etc. Ap4:30 To 1:00 p.m.
l 348-8204.
3-12'B
proximately 900 sq. ft.
' - -buUding wifu 9,000 sq. ft.
. CHAR,LES HALL I ATTENTION Students end
pa~rlrlng let. NeaT d: wn1
bus1nessmen. Will d" typ- j
town Oha:rlestcn. Wilrl reTenth and Jefferson
ing. Qtnck efficient serv- 1 FOR SALE - Hide-'a-beds
i
t w it
Adults $!, Cbildren $1
1 lee. - Plhcne 345-4605.
!
<Kroehler) special prices
~~e.ht~:J:~~e~.· If .e
• CJK
3-l'ZB
3-17B i
t Taber Furniture & Oalflki
•;;; 2 · •r-V U1CO 'O.t000100 i .: .....~~•1 .. .:>YTW.:ln M3CI1l'
r - ·A""'"
~ ..,. . • ~u•R,.QSI - - - - 3-9

!

()

c

BUILDING?
.

bl~

-·!

: WANTED-H::us~ to

SPINET-<X>NSOLE PIANO
Wanted res.p::lll'Sfible p arby
to take over spinet p!Jano.
Easy rerms. Can be seen
JrOOal:IJ.y. Write Oredit Mranager, P.O. Box 276, Shel·b yville, Indiana 46176.
3-10A

~

- Some one ro PORK PRODUCERS Attenplra'Y piano 2 evendngs a 1
b~
i
· ti . 8......
,
rn .
:l:"".ng
.rn P gs
week. OarH Eagles Olub, 1 need •a flast start on Wayne
345-2923 •after 6:00.
tfB I TaU CUrlers. The crlg1ml
·
.
pig starter.-Oentrral n.
27. Situations Wanted i Seed, Inc., 313 N. seventh,
,
. 1 OhaTlestcn, Ill. - Phc ne
3"17B
: ELECTRICAL WORK-Oall j 345-7371 · .
Elmer Danner, 345-6039. ! WE bave ra: Um1ted am: unt
I
tfJ..
of seed ccm av.ad,Lable 50/
50
FS 611-84()..860.
BUILDING ·ana Remodelin-g ! First c ... me flrrst served.
' repairs. No Job too small. I $26 per bag. - Mcur1trleAll work guaranteed.
Shelby
FS,
West
Rt._316.
I
__
__
__
_
· J. A. wanrer, 345-3758. trc i _·P_
hone
346-3968.
tm

:
.' YOU HAVE a problem
with aJcoha1 call 345-3965 ·
•
·

~--------S..:_3_B

43. Music, Radio, TV
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The 8th grade team at Lab School this
year were: front row, left to right, Jim
Connelly, Gary Stanfield, Kelly Hussey,
Reg Harper, Daryl Smith and Marty
Jones. Second row, manager Tom Baird,
Jim Palmer, John Wood. Kirk Isbell,

Members of the 7th grade team at Lab
School this year were: front row, left to
right, Joe Jones, lzadur Rahman, Jim
Durham, Brian McDonald and Jeff
Wright. Second row, Bob Dutka, Tom
Sellett, Scott Tyler, Eric Elliott, and

David Lowell, and manager Jeff
Hammond. Third row, Coach Charles
Scott, Carl Green, Lewis Miner, Mark
Jenkins, Jeff Stranberg, Bill Spaniol and
coach James Stanfa.

Charles Rogers. Third row, Mike
Hadwiger, Phillip Rearden. Mark Eads,
John Pence, Scott Erwin, Brad Tinder
and manager Tony Hamarski. Not
pictured was coach Mike Conroy.

The freshman team at Lab School this
year were: front row, left to right, Mark
Cooper, Chris Grigoroff, Mike Goodrich,
Ben Moody and Mark Wilson. _Second

row,' Coach Frank Schabel, Mike Pence,
Mike Hut:St, Larry Morice and Gary Shull.
Not pictured were Jeff Higgens, Jeff
Overton and Paul
Aneni.

of an

Editor

By Buryl Engleman
• BOARD OF HIGHER Education representatives who attended
the hearing on the initial draft of Master Plan - Phase III Monday
it Eastern Illinois University's Laboratory School found much
food for thought in the oral presentations and written reports.
Criticism was often severe against the recommendations most
$eriously affecting Eastern - phase out of the Lab School,
elimination of the sixth year Specialist Degree, and restrictions on
araduate school enrollment and a cutback in the master's
trogram.
APPARENT IN many of the reports was a suggestion of
exceedingly poor public relations on the part of the higher board.
The suddenness with which the Phase III was thrust on the
institutions, the reversal of attitude on programs which had been
given strong approval by the board, decisions made without
communication - some of which bore earmarks of caprice were subjects for comment. The final example was the sudden
termination of the hearing two hours early.
Dr. Peter R. Moody, Provost and Vice President for
Instruction, spoke pointedly. Referring to the Specialist Degree in
Administration which is already in operation, and two additional
ones approved by the higher board and awaiting final
fl.ccreditation by the North Central Association, he said:
"YET JUST when the future of post master's work in
at Eastern seems pregnant with promise, we are
·~<>t~,,.t ..rl tn cast ac;ide one orogram and abort the twins shortly

~ducation
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Computer Aids Math
Instruction ··a t EIU

Use of computer to teach math illistrated at EIU.
COMPUTER MATH IN
LAB
SCHOOL SIXTH GRADE - Feeling the
need to stimulate interest in mathematics
and challenge her students Mrs. Sharon
Paulson 6B Supervisor in the Buzzard
Laborat~ry School, has introduced a
computer math program. This comput~r
approach is used to ·develop concepts m
mathematics presented for sixth graders.
The concepts are programmed and played
with on the computer. Computer math
instruction was initiated by Dr. Atkins of
the University Math Department. He
explained how to set up a simple addition
program using basic computer language.
Following the explanation the students
were encouraged to write their own

programs. Groups of these children were
taken to the computer typewriter and
shown how to type in their programs.
They were also shown how to play several
math games on the computer. Sixth grade
students are now going to the computer
center on an individual basis and are
setting up programs for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division
of whole numbers and decimal numbers.
The sixth grade math program is much
more challenging and interesting since
work with the computer began. Math
concepts are learned more quickly and
understood more thoroughly through the
writing of the many different programs.

'

...
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Junior blockers 'relevant' to education
by Lynn Manfredi
When the words "junior
block" are casually dropped into
a conversation with anyone but
an elementary education major,
the normalreaction is "Junior
who?"
Although this program has
been in effect for well over five
years in Eastern's elementary
education department, the only
ones who really understand
junior block are those who have
actually been involved in the
program.
JUST what is junior block?
The "Eastern Illinois University
General Catalog 1971" divides
this program into Education
327, "Teaching Social Studies
and Language Arts in the
Elementary
School,"
and
Education 328, "Developmental
Reading in the Elementary
School."
The two must be taken
simultaneously. This results in a
block course consisting of seven
hours in the college classroom
and 200 minutes of participation
in the Laboratory School per
week. ·
The students in this program
spend
approximately
three
weeks on reading, four weeks on
social studies and two weeks on
language arts.
Practice teaching skills
THE MAJOR purpose of
to
give
junior
block is
elementary education majors a
chance. to tie practice to theories
learned in the college classroom
in each of three subjects.
Participants become more
familiar
with
materials,
curriculum, organization and
various methods of teaching in
these areas.
They also gain experience
and confidence in "working with
individuals, small groups and

often, a whole class.
IN THIS way, theories and
methods which are taught in the
college
classroom
can be
reinforced in the Laboratory ·
School. Participants become
actively involved in the teaching
of reading, social studies\ and
language arts.
"Junior · blockers" ·work
closely with their l.aboratory
School supervising teacher in
each unit.
Each section usually begins
with observing the supervisor
teach one or more lessons. In the
next
step, the
supervisor
discusses his methods with the
participants and answ rs any
questions they might have.
Unit plans relevant
photo by Rich Lang~
THIRD,
these
college
students make a unit plan, which
class. Junior block provides experience in
Junior blockers learn the relevant aspects of
they will be allowed to execute,
teaching before the student even reaches the
education and how to effectively teach younger
following individual or group
student
teaching level, a practice limited to the
'Children. Here a junior blocker undertakes the
conferences
with
their
elementary
education students.
job of teaching language arts to an elementary
supervising teacher.
Throughout
this
participation time, and for
two
weeks
approximately
before, the junior blockers are
instructed in the methods and .
theories of teaching the specific
both 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. for 200
(Continued from Page 11)
unit.
minutes
per
week.
Nine
A major criticism brought
student's only chance to work
to
each
participants
are.
assigned
against most method courses in
with children in a classroom
the field of education is that
situation before the next step in classroom in each time slot.
THE supervlSlng teachers
they are irrelevant to teaching
their
professional
itself.
preparation-student teaching. have a great deal of freedom in
JUNIOR block ends this
It
provides
invaluable the actual activities of their
criticism because it not only
experiences which cannot be participants.
They try to give the junior
of
presents
the
methods
covered by most methods
blockers a wide range of
teaching, but it also allows the
courses.
experience in as many areas as
students a chance to practice
Not exclusively Eastern
these methods. The realization
THE JUNIOR block is not possible, centering around the
that a lesson plan will be used in
exclusive to Eastern's education three units of reading, social
the near future makes its
department. It was offered on studies and language arts.
At the end of the quarter,
construction both relevant an<)
the east coast as "Junior
challenging.
Practicum" as early as 1940 and the supervisors are faced with
Junior block is often a
has since spread throughout the the task of evaluating their
participants, in
terms
of
(Continued on Page 12)
u.s.
Each campus has its own abilities, understandings and
specific program, although the skills (to name only a few). The
objectives remain the same-to students also get a chance to rate
own
junior
block
reinforce theory with practice. their
Here at Eastern, every experiences.
Lab School vital
teacher in the Lab School,
OBVIOUSLY,
the
grades one through six, is
Laboratory
School
plays
an
involved in the junior block
program. Participation begins at integral part in the junior block
program. This quarter, with the
Lab School filled to capacity,
there are two groups of
participants who are assigned to

JB program relevant

QYhlic..sc~ton.
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WCIA airs occupation project
by Sue Schwartz
OCCUPACS, an experimental project in familiarizing children with different occupations,
will be the subject of a film to
be shown Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
on the "Let's Look at Learning"
show on WCIA-Chann~u.,_
I The film was made last week _
at the Lab School.
OCCUP ACS are packages of
multi-media materials which present occupational information at
a level which can be comprehen. ded by children in gr-ades kindergarten through nine.
It contains slides, tapes,
equipment and materials used in
different occupations, decision
-making simulation activities and
props of all kinds from the real
"world of work."
OCCUPACS are intended,
not to steer children into
specific occupations, but rather
to develop realistic and wholesome attitudes toward the world
of work and to expose children
to as many occupations as
possible.
IN , THIS the ftrst year of
Mrs. Marla Peterson, director of the OCCUPACS project, and
the project, 'the purpose is to Ms .. Ann Jackson, consultant, view the reaction of children from the
develop models and prototypes, _ Lab School to the electrician OCCUPAC as it is pilot-tested.
which are currently being pilot
-tested at the Lab School.
This summer, a decision is
expected to be made regarding
the dissemination of the materials elsewhere.
A summer workshop on
Occupational Information is
planned for summer, also, with
registrants signed up from as far
as Massachusetts and Nevada.

Lab phase-out study
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education meeting 1 last week
in Chicago agreed to conduct an
evaluation of the laboratory
at ,Illinois public
schools
universities before determining if
they should be phased out,
according to President Doudna.
A revised Master Plan, Phase
III, submitted by the staff of the
higher board in May had
recommended
that
each
university prepare by January,
1972, a plan for phasing out its
laboratory school.
THE
FURTHER
modification
of
the
recommendation on laboratory

·schools as submitted to the
!higher board Wednesday by the
•board's staff and adopted by the
Board:
"Established a work-study
commission
compnswg
respresentatives of the Office of
Public
1'the! Superintendent of
:Instruction,
the
Illinois
:Association of School Boards,
/the Board of Higher Education,
the re~resentative governing
boards and prominent national
to
evaluate
the
experts
of the
several
operations
Laboratory Schools at Illinois
public universities."

OCCUPAC.TV
Spot Changed

CHARLESTON - A filmed
report
from
Buzza.rd
Laboratory School showmg
OCCUP ACS materials in use
was originally planned for
showing over Channel 3,
WCIA on Saturday, May 15.
Date for the showing has been
changed to Saturday, May 22
at 1 p.m. The program over
which
the OCCU~Ac .s
demonstration will be arred JS
Channel 3's "Let's Look At
Learnin2."

Puppets ~ach drama 1
Children from Ms. Ann Jackson's first grade
class at the Lab School sat entranced during an
original puppet show performed recently by the
members of the Children's Dramatics class
(Theatre Arts 431 ). Aftetwards the children were

allowed to see and touch the puppets and ask
questions about them. The experience was so
successful that the students returned later for
story-telling periods with the class.

• SURPRISE PRESENTA110N- Students of Mrs.
Strader's eighth grade class presented the student teacher,
Mrs. Bonnie Monroe, a dozen red roses after the style
show Friday. Making the presentation is Chris Horak,
wearing a flowered knit pantdress she modeled in the
(style show. (Staff photo by Velma Spence)

STYLE SHOW - Mrs. Gayle
itrader's eighth grade class, Buzzard
..aboratory School, presented a st}'le
how for parents Friday afternoon. The
tudents modeled clothing they made in
lass. Following the style show.
efrabmenta of cookies and punch,

which the girls had made, were served
from an attractively decorated tea table.
Two of the models, Kris Larson, (left)
wearing a brown knit pantsuit, and Kim
Ensign, in a blue knit dress, were also
narrators for the style show. (Staff
photo 'by Yelma Spence)

CHARLESTON - Fifth Pete Johnson went with the
grade laboratory school students to point out areas
students at EIU enjoyed where hogs were polluting the
outdoor education week by river, illegal garbage dumping,
careless use of soil which
stu dying measurements
minority groups, and th~ allows large amounts of silt to
fill Chadesto
ake. _and ot
effects of pollution on ecolo.e
Page 14, Charleston, illinois, Thursday, July 2 2, 1971, TIMES -COURIER

ANGELA FAUST AND LINDA
FRAEMBS cut out cookies for an
"Amish potluck". Crocks of homemade
bread are rising in the background The
potluck was prepared for the parents of

COLLEEN LENIHAN, KAREN
SMim and Kristine Gray enjoy two baby
racoons that were rescued and raised on a

the f'afth grade at Buzzard Laboratory
School after the class studied the Amish
Community and measurements. The
students made a visit to an Amish farm as
part of their outdoor education week.

bottle by the Grays. The pets were part
of a study of the ecology during outdoor
education week.

Ecology, Minorities, Part

.areas \Were man has misused his
environment.
Charleston Stone Quarry
was also visited. It was found
that for the past five years,
they have filled in the land
where sand and rock have been
mined and replanted grass.
Mr. Plank, a Mennonite
minister,visited the Lab School
and talked about the Amish
before an Amish community
visit. The students watched
while Ruben Miller, farier,
imde horse shoes and shod a horse. •
The students talked with an Amish .
farm family and watched
chores on the farm. Rockome
Gardens was visited.
The students studied
musical organization through
creating their own music
utilizing available outdoor
sounds.
Another musical
activity was the analysis and
performance of a computer
organized vocal composition.
Outdoor art activities
included painting with weeds,
leaves, and grasses which the
students collected. Also, the
students created hex signs on
wood as a result of being
introduced to them as part of
the study of the Amish
community and Rockome
Gardens.
Measuring, pacing, and ,
learning to estimate distances
was part of the program at Fox
Ridge. A scavenger hunt,
compass instruction followed
by a treasure hunt, and a
cook-out finished the week.

Fox Ridge Trip Ends
Outdoor Education Week
CHARLESTON- Fred
Hattabaugh's fourth grade class
at the Laboratory School
ended a .four-day week of
outdoor education Thursday
with a trip to Fox Ridge State
Park where activities ended
with a scanvenger hunt,
compass hike and a cook out.
Many events on the week's
program centered around
geographic and historic subject
matter in the Central Illinois
area.
Students visited the Bryant
Memorial Cottage in Bement
on Monday where Mrs. Clove
Smith related the meeting
between Abraham Lincoln and
Stephen A. Douglas in
completing plans for their
debates in the state. They went
to Allerton Park where they
viewed the Garden of the Fu
dogs, the formal gardens, and
the Ce~;~taur.
A comparative study of city
and country water and sewage
systems occupied them on
Tuesday. The group visited the
Charleston water works and

sewage treatment plants where said. "the hardships of our
they learned about the ancestors was evident,
operation through talks and especially through the
diagrams. They went toMr. discussions of early education,
Hattabugh's place in the and diseases such as scurvy and
country where they were cho~era. Mr. Senentey pointed
shown a country water and out the burial plots of those
sewage system. The day's · families that were entirely
program ended with a nature wiped out by the cholera. The
hike on which the students students were shown how to
collected specimens of rocks make grave rubbings with
which they will classify next onionskin paper and crayons
and were able to make a
week in the classroom.
sample copy."
Thursday the first stops
Wednesday the class went
first to the Ellington burial were made at Mound and
plot where the boys and girls! Morton cemeteries where
learned of the Ellington- pupils looked for the oldest
Monroe fued. They went to the graves and made rubbings from
Moore house in Campbell and the tombstones.
After the cook out at Fox
then to the Shiloh church and
cemetery. Joseph B. Senteney, Ridge State Park the program
Lincoln Log Cabin State Park was completed with activities
superintendent, accompanied in music, art and recreation.
The group was sponsored by
the youngsters to the Moore
house, Shiloh and the Lincoln Michael J. Conroy, Frank E.
Schabel, Mr. Hattabaugh and
Log Cabin.
"The question and answer Mrs. Donna C. Tuveson and
sessions at each of these places Hannah H. Eads, all of the Lab
helped broaden the "student's School f acuity, assisted by
understanding and concepts of Lucile Krohn and James A.
our local heritage," Hattabl!agh Jones, university students.
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Hobo stew, prepared under the
personal director of chef Frank Schabel
of the Lab School faculty, was the
luncheon dish. It was highly acclaimed by
fourth graders and also his colleagues.
Keith Meyerholtz supervised the turtle
which he found on the scavenger hunt.
He is surrounded b about a dozen other

for the hobo stew to finish cooki01 in the
foil-wrapped individual packages in the

First to be served, some members of the
winning scavenger hunt team were, left to
right: Jill Rogers, Nancy Pierson and
Dann Ruddell. (Photo . by Buryl
Engleman)

MIKE PENCE, right, a ninth grade
student at the Laboratory School,
Easte!"n Illinois University, receives the
school's Sportsmans~ip Award trophy
from Frank Schabel, supervisor of boys'
athletics. Pence, who holds school records
in tn1ck and ha'ikl'th;tll , carnccl the award,

'DIE EXHIBIT of moon chips, kaalled
by the Winois State MuseUm,
bil
attraction at the anDUa1 Rodthdlmd
Show at the Univenky tJniW&UrOom
Saturday and Sunday. It was sponsored
b the Kicka
Rock
Mineral Oub

Schabel said, because of his"unswerving
dedication to the highest possible ideals
in athletic endeavors. His cooperation
with his fellow students and with his
teachers is beyond question." Mike will
be a sophomore at Charleston High
School this fall . At the left is Mike
Conroy, lah school faculty member.

left to right, Lest• G. Blown, ahow
chainnan, Mltt0011; Dr. Ray GritTm,
president of the club, Oaarteston; and
Mrs. Keith Thomason, Mattoon, whose
exhibit was next to the moon chips.
to by ~I Engleman)

VIEWERS WERE oa hand
continuously at
demonstration of
making art from sa of various colors-ijn
bottles. As usual there was an enormous

variety of exhibits and dempnstrations
which attracted crowds both days. (Photo
by Buryl Engleman)

MelVln LOC.tuuu,
Campaign Chairman.
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Multi-Age Groupings, Non-Gradeness, Team Teaching

llab Scliool Innovations Unparalleled
CHARLESTON - When the
Laboratory School at Eastern
Illinois University opens this
week, it will mark the
beginning "of a year of
unparalleled innovation in
what will probably be the moat
significant period in the
school's operation," according
to Dr. Donald Gill, principal.
Such innovations as team
teaching, mulit-age grouping,
non-gradedness, and the open
classroom
have been
successfully carried out by the
Laboratory School in the past,
according to Gill, but never to
the extent planned for the
coming year.
Gill says the new approach
is designed to increase learning
on the part of the students and
to provide a model for
interested public schools to
follow.
He says that the new
program fill forcus on
individualizing_ instruction and
on "humanizfnl" education.
"The emphasis will be on
self-motivation and learning,"
says Gill. "We will attempt to
show a direct relationship
between education and real
life, to establish a free
atmosphere for learning, to
establish mut).lal respect among
students and teachers, and to
. encourage a mutul effort on
the part of lttudents and
teachers, rather than the
imposition of aomething by
teachers."
He
notes that the
Laboratory School has long
been dedicated ro finding
better methods of lear · but

that the success of some of the
school's more traditional
methods have Mershadowed its
modifications of tra~tional
methods anc:t experiments with
non-tradition.. techiniq ues.
The program chaqe~~ were
developed
by facelty
representatives from
areas
of the Faculty foJ.' Bducltdon.
The changes will at. The
changes will complement the
on-going p~ of tfte
Laboratpry School which are,
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2.
Ot ~iate, develop,
and suppert educational
research, experimentation and
research related activities.
3. To initiate, develop,
and support programs with
area schools.
The new developments ll'ill
be built around the consept of
theTeacbing Learning Cluster .
(TLC), which will be made up
of a core of 3 or 4 teachers, an
associate teacher, student
teahcers, specials area teachers
(such as art), and 75-100
students of three to four grade
levels.
Initially, the activities of
studellt• in each cluster will be
com
tively well defined,
espeddy for the yo1lnpr agtl
clusters. Eventually, students
will be pveo 1110rt flexibility in
determinin& which teachers
they they want to work with
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Dr" Donald GHI
and which activities they with
to pursue within their three to
four-classroom cluster, or
possibly even in another

cluster.
Cluster teachers will spend
two periods each day in
evaluating and p~an~in~
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Lab Frosli
Beat Arthur
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CHARlt STON -The Lab
school 1 t..nan team came
from bl'hnd in the fourth
quarter ' st night to defeat
Arthur
a 34 to 31 score.
M·· Jenkins of Lab school
,, dS the hero as he hit !our free '
throws in the last m!nute ~f
play to pull out the wm for his
team.
Leading Lab school was
John Wood with 13, Mark
Jenkins 8, Kelly Hussey, Carl
Green adn Jim Connelly 4 each
and Dave Lowell 1. Sigrist led
Arth\lf with 10 points.
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PE Teachers
To Participate
In Conv nt• n

7 8 7 12-34
8116 6-31
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CHARLESTON -Several
re Eastern Illinois University
d, facqlty members wil! ap
on
·e, the pr~gram of the atual
convention 'Of the Illinois
n Associatio,n for .tfealth
Physical Education and
y
Recreation in Peoria Nov (l
. a.r
n 18-20.
Dr. Dorothy Hart Professor vc
of Physical Educ~tion for fo
Wome~, will serve as program fil
co-chauman for the convention
with Mrs. Dolly McFarland of h
the Charleston High School b<
staff.
Gene
McFarland Sil
Assistant ProfessQr of Physical
Education for Men at Eastern va
is vice president of th~ su
IAHPER
for
physical
education and will take part in
executive sessions at the
convention.
Dr. J.W. Sanders, Assistant
Profe.ssor of Physical
EducatiOn for Men will serve
as chairman of a sports clinic
scheduled for 2 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov J8. The clinic
will deal with l Qif&anization (t:
of a winning llWj _.Ppl soccer rel
team and wjQ fea ure a wi
demonstration by tbe 111Usity pa:
socr&r team of Evaut
igh ru,
School.
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.......dtCl10l 8th grade basketball team
. . . . . . . • ,_...,,_,, Rearden, Tom SeUett,
McDoadd, Tony Hamerski, Eric Elliott
. Second row-coach Jerry Bennett, Brad
ciS, JohD Pence, Mike Hadwiger. Robert
manager Izader Rahman.

Jeff 8th Beat
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Lab school innovates
by Elaine Bushue
"Alright, children! We can't
be running around the room.
Let's sit down .and ·k-eep still.
. You must now learn your
~.Spelling words."
This type of authoritarianism P,as ended at the· Buzzard
· ·La b S c h cto 1 with fh e
establishment of the open school
system.
'
DON Gill, principal, said
that under this unstructured
system they hope to provide a
setting that will enhance each
individual child's learning.
"We
hope that the
percentage those who must be
taught under a highly structured
system will become less and
less," he said.
A general description of the
teachers' and Gill's feelings now
is that they are quite pleased
with the progress report bufvery
frustrated with some of the
problems which they did not
anticipate.
Gill said, "We haven't
worked out our schedule
problems, yet, which are
inhibiting our progress. I'm quite

confident that we'll work them the system."
out."
Th.e students are put into
The extra work time that it teacher learning clusters, called
takes ts another problem. Gill TLC, where they focus on the
said that the teachers go away needs of children and not some
from here weary after a day. It arbitrary grade level designation._
invests a significant amount of
Children move' vertically as
strain.
A third problem is the maturity comes. Gill explained
difficulty that some, of the that it is not intended to ·
students have making the accelerate their passage but to
adjustment to an unstructured broaden their experi~nce.
system.
HE SAID, "We're growing ·
VERY encouraged by the rapidly in an understanding of
students' eagnerness for the new what we're trying to do.
system, they still fear the Actually, we're telling more ·
outcome since they are dealing about it than we know because ·
with relatively unknown things. we are trying to perpetuate the
idea."
Gill said, "It's scary at times
Some teachers from area
for us and the parents because
we have a big investment in schools have observed the
system and found the idea quite
it-their children."
exciting while others have said
"When we entered into it, that they "would not touch it
we had great plans and knew with a 100-foot pole."
that we would have problems
Gill said, "The ultimate
inplementing them." he said.
outcome is effective learning. If '
"FULL CREDIT goes to you can build that out of their ·
cluster leaders and their teachers interest and wants, then it is to
for the organizational aspects of their good."

GS TEA - Girl Scout Brownie Troop 378 hosted a tea
for parents Wednesday afternoon at the Buzzard Laboratory School. The tea was in celebration of Girl Scouts' 60th
birthday. Left to right are Carolyn Green, Elizabeth Key,
Beth Butts, Becky Lawson, Nancy Knott, Jill Strader,

Dr. Peterson
Co-authors
Publication
• CHAR'LESTON - Dr. Marla
Peterson• " Faculty . o.f
Education, Eastern illinoiS
University, is the ·co-author of
a publication which has been
released
by
the
U.S.
Government Printing Office.
Titled • '!Modifying
· Disadvantaged
Students'
Perceptions of Office Work",
the publication was prepared
while Dr. Peterson was a staff
member at the Center for
Vocational
and
Technical
Education, The Ohio State
University.
Material in the publication
presents work .done. by ~he
authors in conJunction w1th
Hunter College of the City
University of New York;
Temple
University;
San
Francisco State College; and
public schools in Detroit,
Laredo, Texas; and Montrose,
Colorado.

l
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Wendy Ebinger, Renee Nelms, Jeanna Schaeffer, Heather
Yarbrough, and Elizabeth Owens. Leaders of the troop are
Mrs. Richard Lawson and Mrs. Michael Strader. (Staff
photo by Velma Spence)
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Triplett to Address
,AAUP Group Sunday
CHARLESTON - George\
H. Triplett, mathematics-'.
-science supervisor in the
Laboratory School, Eastern
Illinois University, will present
the second in a series of
lectures sponsored by Eastern's
chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors on Sunday, March
19.
Triplett will speak at 4 p.m.
in the Booth Library Leqture
Room. There is no admission
charge.
Triplett, an Assistant
Professor, will discuss "The
Evolution Of A Biology
Teacher." He wilt speak on the
evolutionary process involved
in the transition from student
to teacher, and the methods
used in learning to relate to
other persons.
A native of Iowa, Triplett ,
holds the B.A. degree from the
University of Northern Iowa,
the M.A. degree from State
University of Iowa, and the
M.S. degree from Oklahoma
State University. Before
coming to Eastern in 1968, he
taught in public schools in
Iowa and Nebraska, and at the
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS
COMMITIEE-A committee has been
initiated to plan for the first regional
Special Olympics Track and Field meet to
be held at Eastern Illinois University
Saturday April 29. Shown planning for
the event are front row, left to right,
Betty Ruyle and Frank Schabel,

promotion and Finance; and Mary
Atchison, program ~,;ommitteeJn back are
Joan Schmidt, left, games, and Pat
Flaugher, ways and means committee.
Special Olympics are a function of the
Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation for
the Mentally Retarded. (Photo by Chris
Dettro)

First Regional Special
Olympics Meet April 29
CHARLESTON-The first
regional Special Olympics
Track and Field meet will be
held at Lincoln Field, !Easter
Illinois University, Saturday
April29.
The Special Olypics are a
function of the Joseph P.
Kennedy, Jr. Foundation for
Mentally Retarded.
In the five years since the
inception of the Special
Olympics some areas have
e xp~ded the program to
include competition in
basketball, volleyball,
swimming and gymnastics as
well as track and field. With
this initial track and field
meet it is the hope of the
executive committee that with
local support Coles and
surrounding counties will be
able to continue and even
expand the program.
Schools from Paris, Casey,
Greenup and Sijelbyville will
be represented. Charleston will
be represented with .teams

from Jefferson Elementary
School, Coles County
Association for Mentally
Retarded ad Heritage House .
0 pening ceremonies will
begin at 9 :30 with a parade of
the participants on the track.
Mayor Max Cougill and Dean
Walter Lowell will be on hand
to welcome them. Reverend
Richard Brownfield will give
the invocation.
The Charleston Jaycees will
help with registration. Eastern
Veteran's
Association and

students of Dr. LeRoy
Peterson, special education at
Eastern will serve as hosts.
Faculty and students of
Physical Education
Department at Eastern will
officiate . The Jaycees and
Eastern 's Panhellenic Council
and Inter-Fraternity Council
have donated money for the
meet
'The· Track and Field meet is
open and free to the public.
The west bleachers of Lincoln
Field will be open for visitors.

II

George H. Triplett
John Burroughs School in St.
Louis.
·
The series of AAUP-spons:
ored lectures will conclude •on
April 29 with a lecture by Dr.
Joseph T. Connelly on "The
Politics of National
Nominating Conventions."

Lab School Drops Pair

Lab Takes Pair Wins

HUMBOLDT - The
Lab
school 7th and 9th grade
basketball teams traveled to
Humboldt yesterday and lost
both games. The 7th grade lost
34 to 3 2 after a bad second
quarter and the freshman lost
30 to 26.
In the 7th grade game, Lab
school led 9 to 7 after the first
period, but scored just 1 point
in the second quarter to 11 for
the hosts.
Humboldt held a slim 23 to
22 lead going into the final

Score by Quarters
Lab7th
11 11 12 5-39
Humboldt 7th
3 6 5 7-21

CHARLESTON- Buzzard
Lab School took both the 7th
and 9th grade games from
Humboldt Tuesday at the Lab
.School Gym.
The 9th grade won 53-44
behind a 22 point performance
by Bill Spaniol, while the 7th
grade took a rather lopsided
39-21 win.
Other scorers for the Lab
9th grade were Mark Jenkins,
10; Kelly Hussey, 8; John
Wood, 4; Jim Connelly, 5; and
Carl Green, 2.

Lab 9th
16 14 18 5-53
Humboldt 9thl0 14 10 10-44

Lab 7-8
Split With
Windsor

Parkerson with 16 and
Gullion with 11 led Humboldt.
The 7th grade presented a
balanced scoring attack, led by
Mark Buckellew's 8 points.
Mitch Doe, Chuck Jolley
and Mike Story each had 6
points. Tom Goodrich with 5;
Mark Maharg and Jack Spaniol
with 2 each and Joe Sanders
with 1 completed the scoring
for the Lab School.
Price had 13 for the losers.
Westfield comes to the Lab
School Thursday for a pair of
games.

..

CHARLESTON- Mar
Buckellew scored 7 of hi
team's 9 points in an overtim
period Thursday as Buzzard
Laboratory School topped
Windsor in 7th grade basketbal
action, 48-47.
Windsor romped in the 8t
grade game, 48-16.
The Lab School 7th graders
moved out to a commanding
12-6 lead at the end of one
quarter and led at the hal
24•11 .
Windsor
came
back,\
however, behind Schultz's 22
points, to tie the game at 39 at
the end of regulation play.
Buckellew hit 2 field goals
and 3 free throws in the extra
period. Chuck Joley added a
field goal for the final 48-47
score .
Scoring for the Lab 7th
were Richard Funk,
12;
Buckellew, 11; Bob DiPietro,
8; Joley, 8; Jack Spaniol, 5;
and Mike Story and ,. Paul
Wilson, 2 each. .J..J
The Lab 8th graders stayed
close for a quarter and trailed
only 4-6 until a 20 point
Windsor second quarter put the
game away.
John Pence scored .11 of his
team's 16 points. Mark Eads
and Mike Hadwiger with 2 each
and Tony Hamerski with 1
completed the scoring for the
Lab School.
Curry paced Windsor
with 14. Thompson with 12 and
Alan with lO were also in
double figures for the winners.
The Lab School finishes the
season Monday at Westfield in
a make-up game.

,
I

Score by Quarters:
7th grade
Windsor
Lab School
' Grade
8th
Windsor
Lab School

6 5 17 11 8-47
12 12 10 5 9-48
6 20 6 10-48
4 5 5 2-16

Westfield 7-8 Beat Lab 2
WESTFIELD - Lab School
7th and 8th grade traveled to 10-7 record. They led 16-2 at
Westfield to gake on the Eagles the first stop and outscored
Erwin led Lab- schooi with
last night and ended up losing
12, Dulka 9, Sellett 6 and
both games.
Westfield won the 7th grade Schuster 4. Wilhoit led
game 42-39 in overtime while Westfield with 16, Lowrey 10,
the Eagle 8th grade won by a Newell and Patrick 8 each,
Lang 7 and Kusterman 1.
50-31 score.
In the 7th grade game,
Westfield led 19-15 at the first
half but Lab School tied them
at 29 apiece going into the
fourth quarter and both teams
scored 8 in the fourth to send
it to overtime.

I

Funk led Lab with 10,
Buckellew and Schuster 8 each,
Dipietro 3, Spaniol 2 and
Jolley 1. Spencer led Westfield
with 14, Hupp 13, Davis 10
and Finney and Kusterman 2
each.
In the 8th grade game,
Westfield had ·little trouble in
winding up their season with a

period and outscored •Lab
school 11 to 10 for the final 2
point margin.
Mark Buckellew led Lab
with 10, Mark Coe 9, Chuck
Jolley 7, Jack Spaniol 2, Bob
DePietro and Mike Story 1
each. Sorenson led Humboldt
with 19 points.
. Scoring by quarters
Lab School ... 9 1 12 10-32
Humboldt ... . 7 11 5 12-34
In the freshman game, it
was a bad second quarter that
spelled the difference in this
game also. Lab trailed just 5 to
4 after the first quarter but
Humboldt outscored them 12
to 5 in the second for a 17 to 9
lead at half time.
Lab
school
outscored
Humboldt 17 to 13 in the
second half, but fell 4 points
1
short of the win.
Jenkins led Lab school with
26 points while Bolin led
Humboldt with 10.
Scoring by Quarters
Lab School 9 .... 4 5 9 8-26
Humboldt 9 .... 5 12 4 9-30
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OCCUPAC receives
national attentio-n
The
OCCUP AC
project
(occupational
information
learning packages) developed at
Eastern and tested at a number
of public schools, has received
national attention in the January
issue of "American Vocational
Journal."
The
article,
titled
"OCCUPACS
for
Hands-On-Learning," described
the packages of multi-media
career
and
occupational
education materials currently
being
developed
by
the
OCCUPAC staff. The article was
written by Marla Peterson,
director of the project for the
Faculty of Education's Center
for Education Studies.
AN
INTRODUCTION,
written by the Journal's editor :
states:
"That career. information
should be presented at the
elementary level. is no longer

debated · there may, however,
still be ;orne question on how it
should be present~d."
"A project at Eastern Illinois
University is developing and
testing multi-media packages
that appear to be the answer for
both teachers and pupils. The 14
schools selected as test sites for
1971-72 were among many that
applied. Ways to mass produce
the
materials
are
being
explored."

Elvis Coble will conduct the three
vocal groups from the Laboratory School
in the Christmas Concert tonight at 7:30

ab School Music Groups
Give Christ1nas Concert
CHARLESTON -A
Christmas Concert will be
presented by choral and
.instrumental groups of the
,Laboratory School of EIU at
'7:30 p.m. today in the Lab
School Auditorium.
The concert will feature the
l_unior Orchestra and Junior
~nd, ~d~r ~he directio!!.._S>_f

OCCUP AC Gets National~
Attention in Journal Article I
career
and
occupational
CHARLESTON
The
OCCUPAC
project , edJication materiaJ~ &lfi;f~~ly
( o c cup a tiona!
information
being
de el?tJ~~ rwJ 9¥.n~
· ~e
Ieeming packages) developed' at " OCCUP AC staff. J,fle l de
was written by 'Dr.
aria
Eastern Illinois University and
Peterson, Director of the
tested at a number of public
project for the Faculty of
schools, has received national
Ed·ucation's
Center
for
attention in the January issue
of
"American
Vocational
Education Studies.
Journal."
The
article,
titled
An introduction, written by
"OCCUPACS
for
the Journal's editor , states:·
Hands-on-Learning," describes
"That career information
the packages of multi media should be presented at the

o'clock in the Lab School Auditorium.
Celia Buntin is at the piano. (Photo by
Buryl Engleman)

elementary level is no longer
debated i< \ t~~l'ffili>Y ..~ver
still ~~.e -~~ ~litiPntJMlhow
it t Sh0ttldtJ bl! • pntSet1~:1•A
project. ·at - ~as~r.- rfllin~is
University is developing and
testing multimedia packages
that appear to be the answer
for both teachers and pupils.
The 14 schools selected as test
sites for 1971-72 were among
many that applied. Ways to
mass produce the materials are
being explored.

I

Dr. Clyde Cappon and the - (who has appeared at Eastern
Seventh and Eighth Grade Illinois
University),
three
General Music Classes and the Christmas carols, and selections
Ninth Grade Chorus, all from "South Pacific" by
conducted by Elvis Coble.
Rodgers.
· The program will open with
The choral groups wiU
three numbers by the Junior present
Christmas
musiC!
Orchestra, featuring Yuletide ranging from traditional carolS!
Fantasy, arranged by Muller, to contemporary works, andi
and also including selections some special features.
from "My Fair Lady" by
Among
the
especiall~
Lerner-Loewe.
interesting features is an
The Junior Band will close original composition by Nancy;
the program with a variety of Schuster titled "Christ Our
numbers which include a Savior." It will be performed
Concert March by Eager, Suite by Nancy Schuster, Kim
from "Bohemia" b Nelhybel Checkley and Susan Manbeck.
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OCCUPAC receives
national attentio-n
The
OCCUP AC
project
(occupational
information
learning packages) developed at
Eastern and tested at a number
of public schools, has received
national attention in the January
issue of "American Vocational
Journal."
The
article,
titled
"OCCUPACS
for
Hands-On-Learning," described
the packages of multi-media
career
and
occupational
education materials currently
being
developed
by
the
OCCUP AC staff. The article was
written by Marla Peterson,
director of the project for the
Faculty of Education's Center
for Education Studies.
AN
INTRODUCTION,
written by the Journal's editor:
states:
"That career. information
should be presented at the
elementary level. is no longer

debated· there may, however,
still be ;orne question on how it
should be present~d."
"A project at Eastern Illinois
University is developing and
testing multi-media packages
that appear to be the answer for
both teachers and pupils. The 14
schools selected as test sites for
1971-72 were among many that
applied. Ways to mass produce
the
materials
are
being
explored."

Elvis Coble will conduct the three
vocal groups from the Laboratory School
in the Christmas Concert tonight at 7: 30

o'clock in the Lab School Auditorium.
Celia Buntin is at the piano. (Photo by
Buryl Engleman)

ab School Music Groups
o Give Christmas Concert
CHARLESTON -A
Christmas Concert will be
presented by choral and
~strumental groups of the
,Laboratory School of EIU at
:30 p.m. today in the Lab
School Auditorium.
The concert will feature the
Junior Orchestra and Junior
~nd, ~d~r ~he directio!!..__P_f
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OCCUP AC Gets National~
Attention in Journal Article I
career
and
occupational
CHARLESTON
The
OCCUPAC
project , ed).lcation materia;! , &lfi;f~ly
( o c cup a tiona!
information
being
de el?tJ~~ rwJ9¥.r~
t, ~P.e
learning packages) <;leve1oped' at " QCCUP AC staff. l,fle l de
was written by ·:Dr:
aria
Eastern Illinois University and
Peterson, Director of the
tested at a number of public
project for the Faculty of
schools, has received national
Education's
Center
for
attention in the January issue
of
"American
Vocational
Education Studies.
Journal."
The
article,
titled
An introduction, written by
"OCCUPACS
for
the Journal's editor, states:·
Hands-On-Learning," describes
"That career information
the packages of multi media should be presented at the

elementary level is no- longer
debated i< \ t~~tfllla>Y · ~ver
still "_,~ .. ~PW ~11tjpntJ(lrohow
it rSh0ttld•J be • PfRSetl~: J"A
project - ~t I;:as11e.r4 f<lllinhis
University is developing and
testing multimedia packages
that appear to be the answer
for both teachers and pupils.
The 14 schools selected as test
sites for 1971-72 were among
many that applied. Ways to
mass produce the materials are
being explor_e_d _. __

Dr. Clyde Cappon and the - (who has appeared at Eastern
University),
three
Seventh and Eighth Grade Illinois
General Music Classes and the Christmas carols, and selections
Ninth Grade Chorus, all from "South Pacific" by
conducted by Elvis Coble.
Rodgers.
The program will open with
The choral groups wiU
three numbers by the Junior present
Christmas
musiq
Orchestra, featuring Yuletide ranging from traditional carols
Fantasy, arranged by Muller, to contemporary works, andi
and also including selections some special features.
from "My Fair Lady" by
especiaU~
Among
the
Lerner-Loewe.
interesting features is an
The Junior Band will close original composition by Nancy
the program with a variety of Schuster titled "Christ Our
numbers which include a Savior." It will be performed
Concert March by Eager, Suite by Nancy Schuster, Kim
from "Bohemia" by Nelhybel Checkley and Susan Manbeck.

BATHING A BABY -Lake Land
College practical nursing students
demonstrated how to bathe a baby,
while several 4-year-old kindergarten
pupils at EIU's Lab School look on.
Clockwise from left foreground:

Charlie Morrisey, Kurt Coble, Mrs.
Debbie Reynolds, SPN, Mrs. Glenda
Bigard, SPN, Kari Sue Ebinger, Kristen
Jocums, Laurie Jordan, Miss Rose
Miller, SPN, and Roddy Johnson.
(Photo by Buryl Engleman)

Practical Nursing Students
Participate at Lab School
,
The "climber" in the kindergarten
room for 5-year-olds at the Lab
School is a . popular piece of
equipment. Practical nursing students

from Lake Land College observe the
youngsters as they use the climber,
which aids in development of strong
muscles (Photo by Buryl Engleman)

CHARLESTON - A group
of practical nursing students
from Lake Land College in
Mattoon spent two days this ·
week participating with and
observing children at the

Laboratory
School of
Eastern Illinois University.
This is an annual event,
carried
out
through a
cooperative
agreement
between Lake Land and
EIU .
The learning experiences
with the children are part of
the
practical nursing
student's requirements for
Child
Growth
and
Development. Each practical
nursing student spends two
days with the children.
Teachers cooperating with
this
program are : Miss
Frances Palen, K4; Mrs.
Ruth Walther, KS; Mrs.
Betty Ruyle , and Michael
Conroy and Frank Schabel
of the Physical Education
Department.
Mrs. Mary·
Smith, R.N., is the clinical
instructor for the practical

nursing students pictured on
this page.
These
students
are
receiving
their
clinical
nursing
experience
at
Charleston
Community
Hospital. EIU Laboratory
School also provides the
same learning opportunities
for other Lake Land College
practical nursing students.
These students are receiving
their
clinical
nursing
experience at the hospitals
located
n
Mattoon,
Effingham and.. P.aris.

Lab School

yst m'gets it all together'
by Rita Kaiser
According to Donald G. Gill,
rincipal of the Laboratory
chool, by utilizing the cluster
pproach to teaching, the lab
choolgets it all together.
They
have
combined
earn-teaching,
the
open

classroom multi-age grouping,
and even the self-contained
classroom to formulate what is
known in the educational field
as the cluster system.
HOWEVER, this cluster
approach is not something brand
new to the educational system.

According to Ann Jackson, a
first grade instructor at th'e Lab
1School, "the open classroom has
a long history ."
fn fact technically the
primary grades often are taught
by the open classroom approach .
In England and other parts of

the United States the cluster
approach has existed for several
years.
But for Eastern's laboratory
school it is something new . The
cluster system got going in
October of this year. Students
are primarily divided by age into
·
a cluster.
EACH
CLUSTER
has
approximately eighty students
and three or four teachers. In a
given cluster the observer would
probably find six, seven, and
eight year olds and the older
students would be divided
similarly .
After students are divided by
age, the next step is to divide by
needs. Gill mentioned that,
"Ability grouping is the last
point used in dividing the
students."
If a certain student is
especi<~lly efficient in a certain
subject he is able to excel in
that subject. He is not stifled
by the abilities of any of his
classmates.
WHEN ASKED about the
cluster system, Gill mentioned
that it "established a system of
open education, emphasizing
individuality,
freedom
and
choice."
He also stated that in this
new system, "There. must be a
mutual respect between students
and
teachers, students and
students, teachers and teachers."
He emphasized the importance
of freedom ' for the student.
"Freedom to choose what, when
and with whom he learns."
When this reporter talked to
some of the students involved in
the
cluster
system
they
suggested the idea of more
freedom also. One student stated
she · could "goof off more."
Ahother suggested they had less
work.
HOWEVER, generally those
involved seemed to like the
system. "If you want to learn
it's fun," stated one student.
One twelve year old girl
said, "Because you sort of
work at your own pace, and do
things for yourself."
As this reporter observed a
cluster classroom, that became
apparent. Students are allowed
to work at their own pace, with
one another or alone. Some, of
course, seemed to be well ahead
of others .
.But,' of course,
this is
apparent in any type of
classroom. This is an objective of
the cluster system. It stems back
to the idea of freedom.
ANOTHER objective of the

.

of skills for learning and not
necessarily the facts," according
to Gill. The teachers emphasize
the broad conceptual basis
instead of specific facts.
An interesting comparison
was made by Gill. He stated that
the cluster system is similar to
an accordion. The child is able
to expand his knowledge. But if
he has trouble he can always
turn back and start again.
Ann Jaclcson stated that
attitudes
are
very
important-attitudes of teachers ,
students and parents. "Any type
of teaching situation depends on
the attitude of the teacher."
JACKSON also mentioned
that in the future the world will
be in need of "self-reliant and
self-directed people." The open
classroom and cluster system
both have that objective.
With
students
working
individually they are more free
to ask questions. They are more
free to make effective choices.
The student can "equit himself
with skills and attitudes, which
will give him the power of
effective choices."
When asked if the cluster
system is really working, Gill
stated that it defimtely is. The
cluster leaders meet weekly to
assess the program.
The cluster system here at
the Lab School has received
atte'ltion from other school
districts out of state, such as
Indiana
and the Dakotas.
School
districts
in
the
surrounding area also seem
interested in the new approach.

··~~~·---~------------------------------------------------~------J-

The Student Council at Buzzard Lab
School sponsored a Bundle Days Drive in
conjunction with the Save the Children
Federation to collect wearable used

'

clothing and shoes to be distributed to
needy children in the Southern
Appalachian Mountains. Pictured here are
so~ . of the student body who pitched in

to help bag the articles for shipment. The
clothing was sent to Appalachia Friday.
(Photo by Chris Dettro)

Career development

Dec ac .teaches skills
by Winona Townsend
An . Occupac is a package o(
multi-media materials which
presents career development
activities at a level which can be
understood by children in grades
K-9.

These , packages
contain
props of different occupations.
By using slides from the
packages, materials and tapes
children can learn about them.
"OCCUPACS
are
not
ntended to steer children into
specific occupations but expose
them · to a large variety of
ccupations," said Mrs. Marla
of the
eterson,
director
ccupac Project.
These packages try to
evelop useful attitudes to
seful work. The manipulatory
bjects that make up an
ccupac help the children learn
bout themselves by working
ith concrete objects.
This approach is not as
bstract
as
working
with
hildren
on
their
If-development, yet it can lead
o abstract thinking.
THE OCCUP AC project
arted August 1, 1970, at
astern and is funded by the
linois Division o{ Vocational
d Technical Education. The
71-72 work of Occupacs will
e concentrated in three major
eas: 1) futher reWrion and
velopment of the Occupacs;
2) field testing of the
ackages by 14 Illinois school
stems; and 3) in-service
·ning for teachers, counselors,
d administratots in schools
terested in career programs.
In a speech given last year to
e
American
Vocational
ociation Convention, Portland,
and
the
Eastern
egon,
slness Educa\iOn Association
nvention, Washington, D.C.,
. Peterson spoke on "Career
ucation: An Analysis and a

SHE STATED that it is true
that elementary teachers have
involved children in studying
community helpers like the
policeman and fireman. Some
elements of a social studies
program involve the study of the
world of work.
However, these approaches
have limitations as in the case of
the social studies approach
where the economic, social,
geographic process and product
dimensions have been explored
to the exclusion of the worker.
Occupacs are self-contained
and are based on an individual
instruction approach. The child
can use these packages with little
help from the teacher.
OCCUP ACS are not made
for specific grade levels but
different groups of them are
desinged for K-3, 4-6, and 7-9.
The tapes that accompany
the different Occupac packages
sttess different concepts. For
instance. the industrial sewing
roaching occupac is simplified
for first graders so as .to do away
with the idea that some work
should be performed by men
and some by women.
This package also shows the
child that some work is
repetitive. The retail sales clerk
Occupac q~.n be explored by
children who lack mathematical
or reading skills.
THE DENTAL asSistant
Occupac lets the children carve
teeth out of soap. They not only
learn about the shape and size of
teeth but become aware of the
importance of manual dexterity.
By using the carpenter
Occupac children realize the
amount
of
knowledge
a
carpenter must have and this
helps them develop a respect for
what their fellowmen do.
Other Occupacs that are now
used include: the licensed
practical nurse, the secretary and
the landscaper. Packages which

might be offered later include
occupations dealing with law
enforcement,
health,
transportation, . fon:stry and
recreation.
DEE
HUGHES,
the
education representative for
Illinois
Bell,
developed
a
telephone operator Occupac
which is now being readied by
the Occupac staff for field
testing.
The group has developed
Occupac puppets that serve as an
eNaluation device. The puppets
have interchangable costumes so
the child can play a variety of
· roles. Such role playing gives
clues as to what the child has
really seen and felt as he worked
with the materials.
Occupacs help the child
"see, hear, feel, tou~;h, listen to,
and work with the real tools of
an occupation." Field trips are
beneficial to students when
there is student involvement.
VISITORS who come to the
Lab School to see children using
Occupacs comment that the
children appear to be playing.
Such
comments
are
welcomed by the staff because
"at this level play is not
distinguished from work as the
predominant role of learning. We
believe that if a c'hild is fully
involved in and is having fun
with an activity, learning is
taking place."
Occupac facts presents two
views
on articulation and
sequencing
of
career
development program activities:

photo by John Odom ,

Two members of the Occupac staff check some of the materials
they will use in the project. Occupac is a career development
program for children grades K-9.
I) let the child pick his own
program-don't study certain
occupations at certain grade
levels and
2) there are certain career
development tasks that are
appropriate for each stage of
growth.
Occupacs are being tested in
a variety of school systems. There
is a waiting list of 50 schools
that have requested to serve as
field testing sites. Occupacs
limited its sites to 14 because
there are only three sets of each
Occupac at present.
Schools being used this year
include:
Carpentersville,
Decatur, Chicago, Effingham,
Jacksonville, Joliet, Lombard,
Marshall,
Marquardt,
Martinsville,
Roxana,

Shelbyville, Sullivan, Tuscola
and Vandalia.
THE
OCCUPAC
staff
consists of a full-time director,
two graduate students who serve
as half-time project assistants,
and gives members of the
teaching staff at Buzzard
Laboratory School who serve as
consultants to the project. ,
Mrs. Peterson said that soon
an area school will be developing
their own Occupacs at the junior
high level.
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